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ABSTRACT
Today, crude oil derivatives are worldwide used as raw materials for the synthesis of carbon-based
chemicals. However, the environmental sustainability of their entire life cycles, from the extraction to the
application, has been recognized as poor. For what concerns the building sector, synthetic polymers
obtained from crude oil are traditionally used inside the coatings formulations. Considering the concern
about their environmental impact, it is mandatory and urgent to find more environmentally friendly
alternatives. Without any doubt, the most promising alternative to carbon source is biomass, either in its
natural state, i.e., biopolymers, or as waste material from agriculture and the food industry. Despite the
wide availability of biomass, and the large research on its extraction and modification, the production of
bio-based chemicals and the related substitution of the traditional ones is still far to be obtained. Along with
the impact of single compounds, another concern about building sustainability lies on the construction
processes and the impact of their life cycle. For example, household heating systems mainly depend on
fossil fuels and for low thermal insulation building envelopes, the energy consumption in the EU accounts
for around 36 % of greenhouse gas emissions.
With these premises, the present PhD Thesis foresees two different goals, namely the development of
construction materials for the building sector by using biomass derivatives and recycled components to
increase sustainability, and the improvement of energy efficiency for existing and new buildings by
enhancing the thermal insulation properties of the building envelopes. The raw materials chosen in this
project to replace some of the traditional components are alginate, a biopolymer extracted from seaweed,
natural zeolite, naturally occurring porous volcanic rocks, and organic based aerogels from food waste.
For what concerns alginate, the key idea is that its well-known gelling ability, so far mainly used in
biomedical and food industries, can be exploited inside coatings formulations as well to improve flow
properties during the storage and application phase. The role of its molecular weight, concentration and
counterion type has been deeply evaluated through rheological, spectroscopic and tensile tests. According
to the obtained results, it can be concluded that such a biopolymer represents a suitable bio-based thickener
with an associative like character.
Regarding natural zeolites and organic-based aerogels, they were investigated as a sustainable approach to
achieve coating formulations with a low thermal conductivity taking inspiration from highly porous
synthetic materials (e.g, synthetic zeolite and silica aerogels). In this context, natural zeolites purchased
from national mines and aerogels obtained by recycling food wastes, specifically spent ground coffee and
apple pomace, perfectly fit in this research. Considering their natural origin and the lack of literature, the
use of these materials as thermal filler inside a coating formulation is ambitious. Moreover, their
hydrophilic character does not harmonize with common water based coatings. To overcome this problem,
a surface modification of both zeolites and aerogels was carried out to enhance their hydrophobic character.
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Abstract

Thermal properties of both zeolite and aerogel-based plaster were enhanced, with resulting thermal
conductivity being lower than that of a standard mineral plaster.
Due to its high novelty, despite the research is still at a preliminary phase, this project can be considered
an important step towards the development of coating formulations with a higher amount of bio-based or
recycled components and promising thermal insulating properties.
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Boero Bartolomeo S.p.A.
This Thesis project has been done in collaboration with Boero Bartolomeo S.p.A, an Italian paint
manufacturer company. Boero Bartolomeo S.p.A., founded in 1831 in Genoa, is an industrial holding
company that formulates, produces and distributes paints for the Architectural and Deco, Yachting, and
Marine sectors. It is presented in the Building (Architectural and Deco) sector with brands Boero, Attiva,
Rover, and in the Yachting sector with Boero YachtCoatings, Attiva Marine and Veneziani Yachting.
The Gruppo Boero has recently joined forces with the Portuguese coating manufacturer CIN; present in
almost 50 countries and recently premium partner of the Italy pavilion at Expo 2020 in Dubai, is a good
example of quality and innovation.
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
The need for sustainable development in the construction sector has become significant in the last decade
mostly due to the major resource consumption and contamination that buildings generate, and it deals both
with the materials and the construction practices [1].
So far, the terms “Green” and “Sustainable” building have been used interchangeably. However,
according to the literature, they do not have the same meaning.
Green building definition is related to using efficiently land and energy, conserving water and other
resources, improving indoor and outdoor air quality, and increasing the use of recycled and renewable
materials avoiding crude oil derivatives [2].
On the other hand, sustainability is a term well established by the Brundtland Commission in 1987,
stating that “sustainable development is a development which meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [3]. When it comes to sustainable
building, the ultimate goal is to develop “environmentally friendly construction practices” that contribute
saving energy, water, and raw materials; minimizing water surplus and greenhouse gas emissions; and
exploiting reuse and recycle of materials [4].
Today, building energy consumption accounts for approximately 40% of total energy consumption and
emits 36% of greenhouse gas emissions in the European Union EU. Approximately 75% of buildings are
energy inefficient, and only 1% of them are rehabilitated annually [5]. In this context, enhancing energy
efficiency, especially of existing buildings, has become imperative for the architecture, engineering, and
construction [6].
The definition of building energy consumption comprises the energy used in the process of building
construction, materials production, building demolition, material reuse, and recycling. The main objective
of building energy efficiency is to promote the rational use of energy mainly reducing fossil energy
consumption by improving the thermal performance of building envelope [7].
Indeed, the EU has established a legislative framework that includes the Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive 2010/31/EU and the Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU. These directives
promote policies that will help achieve a highly energy efficient and decarbonized building stock by 2050.
In October 2020, the Commission presented its Renovation wave strategy, as part of the European Green
Deal. The most important part of this document is an action plan with concrete regulatory, financing, and
enabling measures to boost building renovation [8].
For new constructions, the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive requires that EU countries ensure
that all the buildings must be nearly zero-emission buildings. Zero energy building has been described as a
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building with substantial reduction in energy consumption over duration of service, balancing energy
demand from energy sources, reduced carbon dioxide release [9].
With these premises, the source of raw materials used in the construction should be questioned.
Specifically, many organic compounds are obtained from crude oil refining process. The non-renewable
nature of crude oil and the pollution caused by this process forces the scientific research towards more
sustainable alternatives.
Certainly, most of the architectural coatings include organic based compounds. Despite the great number
of papers on the use of biomass as carbon source to replicate synthetic polymers, the market is still led by
traditional materials and new alternatives are still expensive for paint manufacturers. Moreover, the endlife of all these new products is never mentioned but is reasonable to think that their sustainability only
relates to the production phase, whereas during the end-life phase their impact is the same of synthetic
polymers.
The goal of this Thesis project is to develop smart multilayer coating cycles with the double aim of
increasing sustainability and energy efficiency. To tackle these tasks, traditional components of coatings
formulations were replaced with more sustainable materials naturally occurring on earth; then, a modified
water-based architectural coating formulation and an innovative plaster formulation were prepared, and
optimized to retrofit the interior space of buildings.
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SUSTAINABILITY IN THE ARCHITECTURAL FIELD

This Chapter aims to provide a comprehensive description of what does the word sustainable means in
the building sector. The attention is focused on the current tools used to evaluate the environmental impact
of single products and buildings; specifically Green Building Rating Systems GBRSs and environmental
labels are described.
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1.1

GREEN BUILDING RATING SYSTEM

Suitable methods and indicators to address the sustainability of resources used in the building sector are
relatively new [10]. Recently, the Life Cycle Assessment LCA approach has been used to quantify the
environmental impact of many services and products, including buildings. During an LCA study, the
environmental impacts of materials and resources are examined all over their life cycle. Architects and
engineers can quantify this impact using green building certifications.
Within the green building certification, the green rating systems are established voluntary assessment
methods to evaluate the sustainability of construction projects. Currently, the leading rating tools are
identified as: LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design), BREEAM (Building Research
Establishment Assessment Method), CASBEE (Comprehensive Assessment System for Building
Environmental Efficiency), DGNB (German Sustainable Building Council) [2]. They focus on specific
categories like the material used, the indoor air quality and the greenhouse gas emission conferring credits
for each category. The global environmental impact depends on the number of the collected credits.
Considering the voluntary nature of these schemes, sustainability labeling has not found its formal
systematic place yet. To fulfill the need for a comprehensive and strong framework that would encompass
key sustainability indicators and could be used as a reference in all European countries. At the European
Commission, the Joint Research Center (JRC) launched Level(s) as a common language of sustainability
for buildings within the current European Green Deal [11]. The previously mentioned categories are in this
scheme known as macro-aspect for which you can select indicators (materials, energy, resources), and
decide the level of accuracy used for their evaluation. Hence, the name Level(s).

1.2

ENVIRONMENTAL LABELS

The interest in the development of sustainable product, in terms of e.g. zero environmental impact and
use of renewable sources began in the nineties when the scientific community realized how much the
traditional chemistry had a negative impact on human health and on the environment. This new area of
study has been denominated Green Chemistry [12]. Nowadays the concern about the environmental impact
of products and services is increasing between the populations. Environmental labeling has emerged as a
key tool for making sustainable purchasing decisions [13]. Indeed, the sustainability of construction
materials can be individually evaluated using environmental labels.
Environmental labels can be classified into two main groups: mandatory or voluntary certifications.
Mandatory environmental labeling is generally prescribed by law and appears mainly for speciﬁc
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performance issues such as water or energy consuming devices. For example, in Europe the entire electrical
appliance must have a label containing an A (best performance)–G (worst performance) rating showing its
level of energy efficiency.
For what concern the voluntary labels, they are described, and classified by the International Standard
Organization into three types:
•

Type I

•

Type II

•

Type III

Type I label, according to ISO 14024 “Environmental labels and declaration – Type I Environmental
labeling – Principles and procedures”, establishes the principles and procedures for developing
environmental labeling programs, including the selection of product categories, product environmental
criteria and product function characteristics, and for assessing and demonstrating compliance. Type I is a
multiple-criteria, third parties certified program based on life cycle considerations [14]. Among them, the
EU eco-label, also known as the EU flower, is one of the most famous certifications.
The main objective of EU eco-label is to reduce information asymmetry and guarantee a shopping
guideline for customers encouraging them to substitute “conventional” products with eco-labelled ones,
which are more resource- and energy-efficient [15].
Type II according to ISO 14021, “Environmental labels and declarations – Self-declared environmental
claims – Type II Environmental labelling” is based on the self-declarations of the manufacturer. These
labels refer to a single characteristic such as recycling and degradability. It is not necessary a third-party
certification, but all the information must be true and verifiable otherwise the company may be accused of
greenwashing, the practice of making an unsubstantiated or misleading claim about the environmental
benefits of a product, service, technology or company practice[16]. Type III according to ISO 14025
“Environmental labels and declarations – Type III Environmental declarations”, provides quantitative,
transparent, verified and comparable information about the life cycle environmental impact in a more
extensive report format named Environmental Product Declaration EPD.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS

This Chapter shortly introduces the theory of thermal processes in building materials; furthermore, it
presents and summarizes the commercially available thermal insulation solutions for the exterior façade
and interior space of buildings. Finally, a summary of the most recent innovative solution for the thermal
insulation of interior walls is reported.
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THERMAL PROCESSES

Heat transfer is the transport of energy that results from temperature difference. In the building sector, this
process must be kept under control as it can lead to undesirable heat loss during wintertime or overheating
caused by solar gain. Heat transfer occurs typically by three main phenomena: thermal conduction, thermal
convection and thermal radiation. Conduction occurs between different materials in close contact with each
other. Convection occurs when there is conduction of heat into the molecules of a fluid. Radiation occurs
when a body emits an electromagnetic radiation [17].
Considering the inside of a building, the heat is transferred from the air to the wall, or vice versa, by
convective air currents set up by temperature differences between wall and air, by wind or forced ventilation
[18]. Various heat exchange processes are possible between a building and the external environment
through various building elements such as walls, windows and roofs. There are specific parameters that
describe the thermal performances of an object. At a specific temperature, the rate at which this heat transfer
occurs through a unit area of a material is called thermal conductivity and is commonly expressed by
Fourier’s law, Eq. 2.1, as:
𝑞 = −𝜆

d𝑇
𝑑𝑥

(2.1)

where q (W/m2) is the heat flux, λ (W/m K) is the thermal conductivity and d𝑇/d𝑥 (K/m) is the
temperature gradient. Among the thermal parameters, thermal conductivity is often used to evaluate the
thermal insulation properties. Indeed, low values of λ describe a high resistance to conduce heat, thus high
insulating properties. The wall opposes a resistance to this heat flow, whose intensity is connected to the
materials used. The global thermal resistance of a wall is the result of the combination of each layer and
can be calculated as reported in Eq. 2.2:
R= d/λ

(2.2)

Where d is the thickness of the layer (m). Its reciprocal is named thermal transmittance U (W/m2K).

2.2

INSULATION MATERIALS

A common strategy to increase the energy efficiency of buildings focuses on reducing the thermal
transmittance through the building envelope employing thermal insulation materials. Typical values of λ
for traditional building materials are λ = 0.8 (W/m K) for brick and λ = 1.4 (W/m K) for cement mortar
[19]; it is clear that alone, they do not have interesting insulation properties. With this regard, porous
materials are commonly used.
The description of the fundamental heat and mass transport phenomena inside porous materials is already
well known and has been well described in books [20] . Briefly, porous material can be described as a solid
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matrix with a porous structure. Heat transfer in porous materials could be described in a good approximation
by the sum of the solid thermal conductivity and the thermal conductivity of the gas within a given porous
structure considering the collision of gas molecules inside the pores. Therefore, the thermal conductivity of
a porous materials is often called equivalent or effective thermal conductivity. In fact, radiative heat transfer
is negligible compared to conduction, and convection does not occur because of the limited free space [21–
23].
These materials take advantage of the low thermal conductivity of the gas in the pores, typically air, to
increase the overall thermal resistance; in fact, the thermal conductivity of quiescent air λair at room
temperature is low, and estimated about 0.022 W/mK [24].
Several materials are suitable for thermal insulation: fibrous materials, which consist in fibers with small
diameter and air within the interspaces, foams and hollow sphere [25].
Among synthetic materials, mineral wool, glass wool, expanded polystyrene (EPS), extruded polystyrene
(XPS), polyurethane (PUR) are commonly used with a λ between 0.03-0.06 W/mK. Cork and cellulose on
the other hand, are natural materials with well know thermal insulation properties with a λ between 0.04
and 0.05 W/m K [26]. Glass bubble are commercially available as filler with low density and low thermal
conductivity λ= 0.04 W/mK [27].
2.2.1. External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems
So far, the most common wall insulation technique involves the refurbishment of the exterior façade of
buildings. The External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems, ETICS, has been used in Europe since the
1970s as a major thermal and acoustic insulation method for the building envelope [28].
ETICS is a multilayer system, schematically represented in Figure 2.1, which insulation ability is mainly
linked to the presence of a thick insulation board, up to 15 cm, typically made of expanded polystyrene
EPS, polyurethane foam, mineral wool or wood fibers to guarantee an increase of thermal performances
with λ = 0.03-0.07 (W/m K) [29]. In addition, layers of adhesive, reinforced mesh and plaster are commonly
used to build the structure.
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Figure 2.1 External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems, ETICS

The main advantages of ETICS are the reduction of the thermal bridges and global heat losses, no
modification of the interior area stealing precious centimeters, increase the facades durability, ease of
application.
Furthermore, despite it is true that the ETICSs are used to reduce the energy consumption,
considering the additional materials or the larger quantities used they can eventually, increase the
environmental impact of this system [30]. Few Life Cycle Analysis studies have been carried out, especially
on the single ETICS, but is clear that the choice of insulating materials has the greatest environmental
impact [31,32]. Hence, recycled materials have been extensively studied as an alternative to traditional
solutions. The global production, consumption and waste management of plastic is of great concern today.
Although single use biodegradable plastic is nowadays produced, we still have to dispose of old plastic
alternatives. For this reason, reusing plastic waste obtained from shopping bags and water bottles in
construction materials has been deeply investigated [33,34]. Another source of recycled materials comes
from the paper and textile industries. In fact, paper and textile recycle fibers have been investigated as well
as innovative materials for insulation panels [35]. Considering the huge amount of solid wastes that the
population produce, waste management finds its new solution inside construction materials [36]. The
development of such panels is unfortunately still at the research phase, and the market is still connected to
traditional materials.
Despite ETICSs being the most common strategy to increase the thermal insulation of buildings, several
disadvantages can be identified. Indeed, EPS is almost the only material used for the production of
insulating panels, its synthesis and end-life disposal cannot be considered highly sustainable. Moreover,
the high cost of installation, and the restriction within some particular urban center characterized by
practical restrictions like narrow streets, and the refurbishment of historical buildings which façade must
be kept intact remind the need of alternatives to ETICS.
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2.2.2. Internal insulation systems
Whenever it is not possible to place an exterior insulation system, interior insulation can contribute to
increase the thermal insulation properties as a valid alternative to ETICS. The thermal insulation of interior
envelope also has a great influence on building energy performance. Indeed, it minimizes the heat
dissipation and the sound transfer between adjacent rooms [37].
A typical interior wall structure is the result of the stratification of some basic components: bricks, mortar
plaster and architectural coating, as shown in Figure 2.2. However, this basic stratification can increase its
complexity by adding special elements like insulation panels.

Figure 2.2 Traditional interior wall layers stratification

In this regard, different solutions are available on the market today. Insulation panels similar to those
used for ETICS, fiberglass batt and expanded polyurethane foam are the most common methods used as
retrofitting methods. They are durable, easy to install at a lower cost. Remarkably, one the biggest
disadvantages of these methods are that they can produce dew and they reduce the space, in terms of square
meters, inside the rooms.
An innovative solution to overcome these problems relies on the use of thermal plasters. Thermal plaster
is a designed material for building surface insulation with various lightweight fillers as barrier insulation
materials [38].
Vermiculite, mica, perlite and ceramic hollow sphere are typical fillers for thermal insulation in
construction materials like cement or mortar [39]. The main advantages of using a thermal plaster are the
easy application and the thin layer, few millimeters, which can be applied on the wall.
Today, the most promising products on the market with the lowest thermal conductivity are silica aerogel
plasters and vacuum insulation panels, VIP. Both act as superinsulation materials in small thicknesses:
silica aerogel is a low density, highly porous material that can be used as a powder or as mats whereas VIPs
consists of evacuated open core materials surrounded by thin laminates, composed of a barrier envelope,
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used to maintain the vacuum [40,41]. Even though real simulation showed promising results, aerogel
plasters application in real building is limited because of the high cost of the raw material [42,43]. VIPs
solutions also seem promising, however the price is not competitive with traditional solutions, and the
installation is still difficult because they can be easily damaged and they cannot be cut on site according to
the wall structure [44].
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COATING CYCLES FOR INTERIOR WALLS

This Chapter introduces the reader to the world of building materials. In particular, due to the topic of
the present Thesis work, it focuses on architectural coatings and mortar plaster. Traditional components
of both the two previously mentioned materials are described along with more sustainable alternatives.
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ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS

Coatings are thin layers that when applied to an object, which is often referred to as the substrate, provide
protection and sometimes specific esthetic properties. Architectural coatings are the last layer applied on
the wall; usually they are applied with a brush or a roller depending on the product and on the substrate to
obtain a thin layer. Specifically, architectural coatings include paints and varnishes (transparent paints) used
to decorate and protect buildings, outside and inside [45]. They are complex mixtures of chemical
substances that can be grouped into categories such as binders, volatile components or solvent, pigments,
fillers, and additives. The list of all the ingredients, which is often expressed in weight percentage, is called
paint formulation. Each formulation contains the main ingredients and by tuning their concentration, it is
possible to obtain different final products.
The development of a new paint product is a difficult process; a deep knowledge of the single
components is required to predict the possible interaction among them.
Binders
The binder determines most of the primary properties of the dried paint film, such as adhesion, various
optical and mechanical properties, as well as the resistance against exposure condition [46]. It is the main
film forming component and it affects properties such as gloss, flexibility and toughness [47]. Many binders
for paints are based on synthetic polymers, drying oils, or natural resins, or combinations of these, and the
most important are [48]: acrylic polymers, alkyds polymers, epoxy resins, vinyl polymers, and
polyurethanes.
Volatile compounds
Commonly referred to as solvents they play a major role in the preparation, mixing, and application of
coatings. They are liquids that make the coating fluid enough for application, and they evaporate during
and after application. In the past, almost all of the volatile components were low molecular weight organic
compounds VOCs. Today, most of the VOCs have been recognized as hazardous chemicals and their use
inside paint formulations is strictly regulated by the law (Directive 2004/42/CE). [45].
Pigments
Pigments are insoluble particles that are dispersed in the binder. The selection of the type and the amount
of pigment determines not only the color but is also largely responsible for other properties such as the
opacity, hiding power, and corrosion resistance of the paint. Indeed, they impart optical properties
according to their ability to scatter the incident light. The pigments used inside the coating industry can
have both an inorganic and organic origin. As a consequence of that, a wide variety of colors are available.
The primary pigments are used to add whiteness and color. Among them titanium dioxide, is the most used
white pigment whereas colored pigments are obtained for example from copper and iron based minerals.
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Fillers
Fillers are inexpensive materials historically used to reduce the cost of a paint product and to increase or
to decrease its density. Moreover, they can provide specific optical, thermal and mechanical properties [49].
Among them calcium carbonate is the most used in water-based architectural coatings. Fine particle size
calcium carbonate works by physically spacing titanium dioxide particles improving, optical properties of
the dry coating film at lower titanium dioxide contents [50]. Silicates, sulphates and organic fillers are often
used as well [51].
Additives
Coating additives are substances added in small proportions to coating compositions to modify certain
properties There is a large variety of additives depending on their function i.e. thickening agents, surface
active agents and biocides [52].
Thickening agents, also called rheology modifiers, provide the proper consistency to coatings, ensuring
the adequate thickness during the application of a coating to a substrate. They influence paints performances
all over the life stages providing a viscosity high enough to prevent particle settling and aggregation during
the in-can storage, and low enough preventing unwelcome event like spattering and sagging during the
application. Quite often, multiple thickeners are required inside a paint formulation to achieve the suitable
viscosity.
The major rheology modifier used in coating formulations are:
•
•
•

non-associative thickener;
associative thickener;
inorganic thickener.

Among the first one cellulosic ethers, such as methyl cellulose (MC), hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC), and
hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose (HPMC) have been available for over 30 years, and they continue to be
used as thickeners in nearly all latex paints [53]. They are easily available, water soluble with high
thickening efficacy by thickening the aqueous phase without interfering with the other components.
Associative thickeners are polymers with hydrophobic ends and hydrophilic chain able to interact with
latex particles as their major thickening mechanism in a coating with the formation of transient networks.
A typical example are the polyurethane or PUR-thickeners [54,55].
For what concerns the inorganic thickeners, they are mainly clays, like bentonite, often used as secondary
thickener to improve sag resistance and thixotropic character.
Surface-active agents are amphiphilic molecules containing both hydrophilic and hydrophobic portions
on the same molecule. They can act as wetting agents working on solid/liquid interactions, antifoaming
agents tuning the surface tension during mixing process, and dispersing agents preventing settling and
particle aggregation [46].
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Biocides are substances used to protect coatings from biological attack caused by algae, fungi and other
organisms. Biocide agents are available to work both in-can and in the dried film. Considering the
dangerousness of this chemicals, their use is strictly regulated by the Biocidal Products Regulation
528/2012 [53].
3.1.1. Sustainable components for architectural coatings
The most recent influences on coating developments are related to environmental considerations, and the
need to conform to health and safety legislation. Cost/benefit relationships have also become more
important in an increasingly competitive world market and have influenced formulation practice markedly
[56]. Specifically, the stringent health and safety legislation, the Circular Economy Strategy and the related
Action Plan “Closing the loop” proposed by the European Union in 2014 have been a major driving force
on this process of “going green” [57]. This concept focuses on the sustainable, resource-efficient
valorization of biomass while also making use of residues and wastes and optimizing the value of biomass
over time as best practice to meet the future global climate targets [58].
In recent years, there has been an awakening of interest and awareness of the importance of sustainability
in the coatings field. Indeed, many components of paint formulations are derived from crude oil. As we
look to the future, coatings will be formulated with completely renewable, recycled and from biomass
feedstocks.
Because of that, the last trend in coating sector is the development of “eco-friendly” paint. In these
products, it is common to see the substitution of traditional raw materials from crude oil i.e. the binder, with
new polymers originated from biomass [59]. Finally, the so called natural paint must be cited; these
formulas do not contain chemicals extract from petroleum, only vegetal and inorganic raw materials are
allowed; however, the high cost, low in can stability and limited choice of colors are some of the drawbacks
that limited the use of natural paints [60].
With these premises, current researches are dedicated to the development of new bio based or waste
based components for coatings formulations. However, one of the biggest challenges for the paint industry
is the production cost of these new chemicals from biomass thus working with the current technologies
make the scaling-up hardly possible. For this reason, most of the research reported in literature belong to
university research groups. Bio-based paint market is still small; but it is expected to grow soon. An
example of more environmentally friendly alternatives are presented below.
Binders
Bio-based polymers from renewable resources are the most attractive alternative to traditional binders.
Preparation of new acrylate polymers from bio-based molecules obtained from either extraction or
fermentation of biomass such as glucose, cellulose and lignin is an interesting strategy to synthesize biobased polyacrylates [61,62]. Polyurethane PU is a well known binder in the coating sector, with many
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research reporting the use of bio based raw materials like tannic acid [63] modified soybean oil and castor
oil [64] palmitic acid based polyesteramide [65] to synthetize waterborne polyurethane dispersions. Epoxy
resins are versatile polymers, however, most of the commercial epoxy resins are derived from
petrochemicals and are often suspected of being hazardous; in this sense, the synthesis of a novel highly
bio-based vinyl ether monomer from eugenol is a good example of how to use natural resources to obtain
a synthetic product [66]
Volatile compounds
Today, most of paints and varnishes formulations are water-based, however volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) are still used. The growing concern over VOCs is motivating coating formulators to recycle and
reduce traditional solvents, or switch to a more environmentally friendly alternative. Ethyl lactate and Dlimonene are a few example of innovative bio-base solvents [67].
Pigment
Despite titanium dioxide TiO2 has been used for years as white pigment, during the 2017 the ECHA’s
Committee for Risk Assessment (RAC) classify titanium dioxide as a substance suspected of causing cancer
through the inhalation route [68]. Today, only nanosized TiO2 has been classified as potentially
carcinogenic, but due to the lack of data it is hard to say how deeply it affect human health. In particular,
since there are still opened questions regarding the toxicity of TiO2 nanoparticles, at oral and dermal
exposure, it is impossible to make a reliable quantitative risk assessment [69].
Beside its potential hazardous the high production cost and low sustainability (due to the chemical
processes, the chloride and the sulphate processes, involved in the production) [70], titanium dioxide is still
the best solution for coating manufacturer as white pigment;
Direct substitution with another mineral is the easiest way of replacing TiO2; zinc oxide, zirconia oxide
have been extensively studied since they exhibit similar optical properties [71], many types of filler from
calcium carbonate to clays have partially replaced titanium dioxide in paint formulations [72].
Alternatively, titanium dioxide can be recovery from different waste materials, such as paint waste.
Recovery of TiO2 might be interest due to the relatively high content of TiO2 in paint waste, some technique
involved pyrolysis of waste material are reported in literature [73]. In the paper industries where TiO2 is
used as much as in coatings sector, the last research are focused on the development of green alternatives
such as the use of corn starch in the production of hybrid pigment with calcium carbonate [74].
Fillers
Today calcium carbonate is the most used filler and has not great interest of been replaced since it is a
low-cost material, safe for human health, available in nature or as waste product of marble production.
Anyway, some attempts to replace calcium carbonate from quarry with waste bio material such as seashells
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[75] or eggs [76] have been made. Those studies are not directly connected to the paint industry but they
represent a future possibility.
Additives
The research on bio-based alternatives depends on the type of additive. Thickeners for example, can be
either bio-based like cellulose derivatives or based on synthetic polymers like PU-based. Considering
cellulose thickeners, since the cost of this raw material is extremely low and its origin from biomass, in
literature there are very few research on alternative thickeners. However, the global request for cellulosic
materials for other purposes and the low environmental friendly process of cellulose transformation,
increases the need of finding alternative solutions [77]. Recent studies investigated four types of modified
starch in emulsion paints [78], with xanthan gum as well as a potential different polysaccharide based
thickener [79]. Potentially, every hydrocolloid with gelling ability can be used as a thickener agent instead
of cellulose ethers; agar-agar, alginate, carrageenan, gellan gum have been used for years in the food sector
for their gelling ability [80,81].
Surfactants are nowadays mainly synthetic molecules, but natural products have been used for years. By
way of example, lecithin obtained from soybean or from egg yolk is one of the most common natural
surfactants [82].

3.2

PLASTERS

Plasters are thin layers of mortar, which protect and decorate building walls. From a chemical point of
view, a plaster is a mineral coating composed of fine aggregate, sand, a binder, and a specific amount of
water. According to the binder use, they can be identified as gypsum, lime, or cement plaster.
It is applied at a thickness that can vary from a few millimeters to a few centimeters, to level off wall
surfaces in order to make them even. Plaster has been used for thousands of years as constructive element
in buildings, especially in Europe [83]. It was frequently used in Egypt during Pharaonic times, extending
back at least 4000 years, and it is found in the construction of the Giza pyramids and back to the Greeks
and Romans [84].
3.2.1. Sustainable components for plasters
Mortar can be described in simple terms as a mixture of fine sands, binder and water. Additives are
optional mortar ingredients, frequently added to the mixtures to attain or modify specific properties like
strength, plasticity or others [85]. In the latest years, environmentally friendly plasters have been studied.
Specifically, these research focus on the reuse of waste material and on the use of natural fibers as functional
fillers.
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Some examples in the literature are of great interest. It is well known that the process of power generation
from coal generates two main byproducts fly ash and bottom ash; a composite plaster was developed by
replacing up to 60% of fine sand with bottom ash [86]. According to physical features and chemical
composition, waste glass is an adequate replacement in cement matrices [87]. Among the diverse types of
glasses, soda-lime glass is the most commonly used, such as in bottles, windows and bake ware. This is the
reason why most literature focused on its reuse in concretes [88]. Moreover, extensive studies have been
conducted on the reuse of recycled plastic in mortars and concrete were raw materials were replaced up to
100% by waste polyethylene terephthalate particles and pulverized glass fiber reinforced plastic waste,
respectively [89]. Although the use of recycled plastic seems an effective strategy, we must think about the
future disposal, thus the environmental impact of these materials.
The use of natural fibers as reinforcement in plasters is attractive for several reasons. They have a low
density, specific properties like thermal insulation, and they are renewable. Agave and hibiscus fibers have
been tested as alternative to polymeric fibers in lime-based mortars with promising properties [90]. Rice
husk ash is a lignocellulosic material obtained as byproduct form the rice industry (harvesting and
processing); several studies have been carried out on the use of rice husk ash as innovative filler in mortar
showing promising mechanical and thermal properties [91,92].
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INNOVATIVE COMPONENTS FOR COATING FORMULATIONS

This Chapter briefly presents the state of the art of the raw materials chosen for this Thesis project. As
a matter of fact, they represent promising naturally occurring materials in various application fields.
However, their use inside paints and plasters has been not fully investigated. Here, a full description of
their characteristics and current use is done.
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4.1

ALGINATE

Alginate is a naturally occurring anionic polysaccharide extracted from brown algae, including
Laminaria hyperborea, Laminaria digitata, Laminaria japonica, Ascophyllum nodosum, and Macrocystis
pyrifera that has been extensively studied for its biocompatibility, low toxicity, reduced cost, and mild
gelation properties in presence of divalent ions [93].
The term alginates usually referred to group of biomolecules comprising alginic acid and its salts; in fact
they represent a family of non-repeating unbranched copolymers containing blocks of (1 – 4) – linked D-mannuronate (M unit) and α-L-guluronate (G unit) residues. The blocks may be composed of consecutive
G-blocks, consecutive M-blocks, and alternating MG-blocks (MG) Figure 4.1 [94].

Figure 4.1 Chemical structure of alginates. M: -D-mannuronate; G: α-L-guluronate units

Extraction of alginate from brown algae is an uncomplicated but multistep procedure, starting with initial
treatment with diluted mineral acid to change salts of alginic acid inside the algae into free alginic acid.
Either sodium carbonate or sodium hydroxide are used to neutralize the acid and form water-soluble sodium
alginate. Precipitation with either calcium chloride or mineral acid can be applied and insoluble calcium
alginate fiber or alginic acid gel is then obtained, respectively [95]. Alginate is commonly purchased as
salt, for this reason alginic acid is commonly mixed with sodium carbonate or potassium carbonate. Among
them, sodium alginate is the most common alginate salt available on the market. The physicochemical
properties of alginate are generally influenced by the molecular weight and distribution of MG blocks.
One of the reasons of alginate success is its gelling ability due to specific and strong interactions between
long stretches of G units and divalent cations. This gelation process is conventionally called the “egg-box”
model, because the divalent cations arrange themselves all around the polymeric chain creating a structure
comparable to an “egg shell” [96,97].
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Alginates are commonly used in the form of hydrogels: three-dimensional crosslinked network with high
water content. Ionic crosslinking, i.e. trivalent and divalent mediated egg box structure and covalent
crosslinking are typical technique to form alginate hydrogels [93].
In the past decades, alginate, owing to its biocompatibility, biodegradability, and nontoxicity, has been
hugely explored. Thanks to its outstanding properties and relative low cost, it has been largely exploited in
the food, biomedical, and pharmaceutical industries.
Alginate has become one of the most interesting environmentally safe alternatives for food packaging.
In fact, alginate films can be used as a vehicle for bioactive components, producing active packaging
reducing microbial growth [98,99]. Furthermore, the dietary fibers contained in seaweed can adsorb sodium
in the gastrointestinal tract avoiding sodium accumulation known to cause hypertension, followed by organ
disorder [100]. Along with wound dressing and tissue engineering, the development of drug delivery
systems based on alginate is continuously growing. For example, alginate capsules were used to encapsulate
and then sustaining the release of antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, antifungal agents. Moreover, they show
promising results as nanocarriers in target cancer therapy [101]. It is worth mentioning that sodium alginate
is used in the cosmetic industries as well. Many cleansing products contain abrasive agents to improve skin
condition. These abrasive agents are beads commonly made of synthetic polymers; considering the recent
concern about micro plastic pollution, alginate beads represent a valid alternative solution for abrasive
agents [102,103].
In this project, alginate was investigated as thickener inside coatings formulations. According to its
biological origin, naturally occurrence, and outstanding gelling ability it represents a valid alternative to
standard thickeners.

4.2

ZEOLITE

Zeolites, literally derived from Greek words “Zeo” and Lithos” which means boil and stone, respectively
[104] are microporous crystalline aluminosilicate minerals of the tectosilicate family. They have a three
dimensional framework of interconnected tetrahedra mainly composed of aluminum, silicon and oxygen
atoms. The crystalline structure is originated from [AlO4]5- and [SiO4]4-, linked together to form a structure
where all four oxygen atoms located at corners of each tetrahedron are shared with adjacent tetrahedral
crystals. In zeolite structures, some of the silicon cations (4+) are replaced by aluminum (3+) into a
tetrahedral unit, giving rise to a deficiency of positive charge. The so developed charge is balanced by the
presence of IA or IIA metal ions, like Li+, Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+. Moreover, the broad structural cavities and the
inlet channels contain water molecules differently bonded to the zeolite framework [105]. The empirical
formula for zeolites is M2/nO·Al2O3·ySiO2·wH2O, in which n corresponds to the valence electrons of the
cations, y value is between 2-200, and w is the water trapped in the channels of zeolite cages [106]. Zeolites
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can either occur in natural environment or be synthetized in laboratories. Synthetic zeolites are prepared
from materials with a high content of silicon and aluminum. Among them, clay minerals and coal fly ash
have been frequently used to synthesis zeolite A, zeolite X, zeolite Y, and zeolite P [107].
Natural zeolites are volcanic sedimentary rocks spread all over the world; over 40 types of natural zeolite
are identified. Precisely, the common forms are clinoptilolite, mordenite, phillipsite, chabazite, stilbite,
analcime, and laumontite, and others are rare such as offretite, paulingite, barrerite, and mazzite [107,108].
According to the Zeolite International Association IZA, more than 200 zeolite frameworks exist. The
most common frameworks are reported in Figure 4.2. Considering the zeolite used in this project, a short
description of clinoptilolite and chabazite will be given.
Clinoptilolite is one of the most common natural zeolites, easily obtained from mines, suitable as a
sorbent due to its natural characteristics [109]. Clinoptilolite belongs to the heulandite family, which
tetrahedra bind over all four apexes with the formation of a honeycomb-like three-dimensional framework
[110].
Chabazite is one of the most ubiquitous natural zeolites with a variable composition. Its framework
structure is built up by double 6-rings linked by tilted four-membered rings to form one cavity per unit cell.
Each cavity is connected to six neighboring by sharing 8-ring windows. Exchangeable cations and water
molecules in chabazite are located in various sites whose location and occupation depends on the cation
[111,112].
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Figure 4.2 Zeolite framework types. Published with the permission of [113]

Zeolites are versatile minerals; their interesting physicochemical properties, such as cation exchange,
molecular sieving, catalysis and sorption allow them to be extensively used in a wide range of application.
The use of zeolite as catalyst is well known in the oil refining and petrochemical industry, including
catalytic cracking, hydrocracking and alkylation [114]. Their catalytic activities descend from the presence
of their active sites (bronsted acid) on OH bridging framework between silicon and aluminum channel
[115]. Thanks to the extended literature on zeolite synthesis, the optimization of zeolite design lead to the
possibility of using it as catalysts for biomass valorization into fuels and chemicals answer to one of the
biggest challenge of reducing the fossil fuel as raw materials for fine chemistry [116,117].
Remarkably, cation exchange is one of their most important properties, which has allowed the use of
zeolite as adsorbent This property allows removing and recovering the cations from very low concentration
in solutions [118]. Heavy metal or dye removal are one of the most famous example of zeolite adsorption
properties in waste water treatment [107,119]. The adsorption and ion exchange properties have been used
also in gas phase in fact, zeolites with their honeycomb like structures have been widely studied as air
purifiers. To improve treatment efficacy, some functional molecules like activated carbon, silver
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nanoparticles or photo catalytic agents are often added to zeolite [120]. Furthermore, they have been
successfully used for VOC capture in various industries because of their good positive response to low
pressure drop, and temperature swing desorption [121].
Despite the continuous research on zeolites, they are commercially available. In agriculture zeolites have
numerous applications: they work as heavy metal removers, they improve soil properties acting as macro
nutrient supplement and as source of water increasing crop yield and they slowly release fertilizer thereby
saving costs [115,122].
In the last decades, a growing interest on the possible exploitation of zeolites for human health has been
depicted. Zeolites are edible, biocompatible, and possibly non-toxic substances with already mentioned
unique properties. Hence, these properties account for their new applications in several medical areas. With
their small cavities, zeolites are perfect matrix for drug release system. In fact, anti-inflammatory and
antimicrobial medicine have been loaded inside zeolites and tested for drug delivery. Some research on
encapsulation of anti-cancer drugs were carried out as well. Moreover, composite materials prepared with
zeolites and polymers have been tested for biosensing, wound healing and as scaffold for cellular growth
[123,124].
In this project, natural zeolites were investigated as thermal insulating filler inside coatings formulations.
According to their naturally occurrence, and peculiar porous microstructure they represent a valid
alternative to a standard thermal insulating filler.

4.3

SILICA AND ORGANIC-BASED AEROGEL

Aerogels are unique lightweight nanoporous materials with an open pore structure and exceptional
properties i.e. low density, large porosity, high surface area, and very good thermal insulation properties
[125]. Different materials can be used but silica is the most common and well-known raw material for
aerogel production. Discovered in 1930s by S. Kistler they have been forgotten for almost 30 year due to a
complex synthesis procedure [126].
Today, aerogel production process is divided in 3 steps: gel formation, aging and drying. During the
initial step of wet gel preparation, the Si-based precursor is dispersed in water or organic solvent to initiate
gelation in the system via hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions. The resulting siloxane bridges (SiO-Si) provide backbone to the formation of silica matrix and are found to be porous in nature with solvent
filled pores. Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), tetramethoxysilane (TMOS), , or methyltriethoxysilane (MTES)
which are initially involved as monomers, are commonly used as precursor [127]. At the end of the gel
formation step, the obtained gel is fragile, and the solution typically contained unreacted species, thus an
aging step before drying increases the mechanical strength of the silica network. The drying step is crucial
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because the entrapped solvent must be removed without the collapse of the network. Ambient pressure
drying APD, freeze drying FD, and supercritical drying SCD are the procedure mainly used to obtain
aerogels. Among the three processes, SCD is the most effective and promising method; it consists on the
extraction of the solvent inside the gel using a supercritical fluid by increasing the temperature as well as
pressure above its critical point [126,128]. Supercritical drying by CO2 extraction has been recognize as
safe and environmental friendly procedure. Moreover, the drying step is faster in comparison with ADP
and FD and is characterized by a negligible value of surface tension, avoiding the collapse of the structure.
If the initial gel is formed in a water media, a solvent exchange phase is required before the drying. Indeed,
water has a low solubility in supercritical CO2 thus its removal is difficult and inefficient; ethanol and
acetone have better solubility and are used as solvent for SCD [129].
Due to their unusual characteristics, a greater attention has been given to aerogels in recent years and
various applications were investigated. For example, in environmental applications, aerogels demonstrated
to be effective in air purification, VOCs removal and wastewater treatment. Furthermore, they can be used
in the biomedical field as drug carriers, biosensing, wound healing and as scaffolding materials. Many other
applications are known for aerogels, as catalyst for example, or heat storage devices [127,130].
Above all, the physical property that made aerogels famous is the low thermal conductivity, with λ=0.014
W/m K at ambient pressure [131]. In particular, the nanopore size of aerogels is smaller than the mean free
path of free gas molecules (70 nm for air at atmospheric pressure); for this reason, the gaseous thermal
conductivity within aerogels is smaller than the thermal conductivity of air [132]. Despite their outstanding
thermal and acoustic insulation properties [133], the high manufacturing cost limited their spreading in the
building sector.
Without any doubt, silica precursors are the most studied and used substances for commercial aerogel
manufacture. However, they can be prepared from other sources both inorganic, like oxide and organic like
carbon based. Organic based aerogels can be distinguished in two different types of product: bio-based and
waste-based.
Among the organic, biopolymers like cellulose, alginate, chitosan, lignin and pectin have been effectively
used for bio-based aerogels preparation [134]. Biocompatibility and low toxicity are adding values to the
already mentioned physical properties. The synthesis of bio-based aerogel involved three steps: gel
formation, solvent exchange and drying. In this case, gel formation depends on the type of biopolymer used
as starting material: ionic and covalent crosslinking, pH induced gelation and temperature induced gelation
are the most common methods to obtain gels. Considering that most of these gelation methods are carried
out in water solutions, solvent exchange step is crucial and delicate because of significant shrinkage that
can destroy the porous structure. Drying step follows the same rules described for silica aerogels [135].
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Biomedical and environmental applications are the future of bio-based aerogels, alone or with grafted
molecules; several example are already available as scaffold [136], drug carriers [137] and metal sorption
materials [138].
Waste based aerogels are a good example of how the scientific community work on sustainable
alternative of traditional process. Inside this group of materials, it is possible to identify two main branches:
recycle based and organic waste-based aerogel. The basic principle is that they exploit the lignocellulosic
content of waste to produce aerogels. For example, textile and paper industries are the important sources of
cellulosic waste material that can be regenerated and use to obtain aerogels [139,140]. Nevertheless, waste
biomass valorization is attracting many scientist; banana [141], watermelon [142], and pomelo peel [143]
were used as carbon source for aerogel preparation as well.
Although the research is still at its beginning, waste-based aerogels are a potential solution for developing
sustainable porous materials. However, the manufacturing process involved chemicals and energy
consumption. An alternative solution to reduce the preparation steps is to use the pure biomass, reducing
the chemicals and thermal or mechanical process involved. For example, spent ground coffee represents a
valid raw material that can undergo directly to solvent exchange phase; biodegradable hybrid coffee-cotton
aerogel has been successfully developed by means of freeze-drying [144].
In this project, organic waste-based aerogels were investigated as new thermal insulating filler for
coatings formulations. According to their biological origin as recycled materials, peculiar porous structure,
and unconventional use, they represent a valid alternative to standard thermal insulating filler.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES

.
This Chapter aims to shortly present the theory behind the main experimental methodologies employed
in the present Thesis work to help the reader understanding of the following discussions.
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RHEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

The term rheology was invented in 1920 by Professor Eugene Bingham at Lafayette College in Indiana
USA and describes the deformation of matter resulting from the application of a force. According to their
rheological behavior, the matter can be divided in three families. Ideal solid materials where the energy
required for the deformation is fully recovered once the force is removed, ideal liquids or pure viscous
materials where the deformation is irreversible and the energy required for the deformation is dissipated
and visco-elastic materials where a combination of both the previous behaviors can be detected [145,146].
Consider two parallel plates divided by a small gap with liquid in between; when a shear stress, τ (Pa),
is applied to the upper plate, there is a continuous change in velocity across the small height of the liquid,
from a constant value of the upper plate to zero at the lower plate. The speed drop across the gap size is
called shear rate, 𝛾̇ (s-1) [147] . The ratio between the shear stress and the shear rate is called viscosity, η
(Pa s) and describes the resistance of a material to flow Eq. 5.1.
𝜂=

𝜏
𝛾̇

(5.1)

Ideal fluids have a constant viscosity and are so called Newtonian fluids. When the viscosity depends on
the shear rate or the shear stress applied during the deformation, the fluid behaves as a non-Newtonian
material. Commonly observed flow curves under rotational conditions of non-Newtonian materials are
reported in Figure 5.1. Typically, steady state viscosity measurements are conducted by applying an
increasing shear rate at a fixed temperature to evaluate the sample flow behavior.

Figure 5.1 Commonly observed shear stress and shear rate relationships for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian
fluids

The most common non-Newtonian fluids are the so-called shear thinning or pseudoplastic fluids where
the viscosity decreases increasing the shear rate or the shear stress. Particulate dispersions, polymer
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colloids, and polymer solutions can display this behavior. When this decrease of viscosity occurs after a
specific value of stress, known as yield stress τ0, they are called viscoplastic or Bingham fluids. All these
viscosity profiles are time-dependent and involve a structural deformation. Some materials are able to
recover their original microstructure when the applied shear is removed; this dependency on the shear
history is also called thixotropy [148]. For thixotropic fluids, like coatings, the investigation of the structural
regeneration over time is fundamental to evaluate the final application and appearance on the wall. In many
coating applications, generating a smooth defect-free surface is crucial [149]. A bad leveling with the
presence of brush or roller marks, and poor anti-sagging properties with drops of paint on the wall are
unpleasant events that can be avoid by evaluating the application properties performing specific rheological
test when formulating a coating product.
Three interval thixotropy test, 3ITT, is a common rheology test to evaluate the structural regeneration of
a material. In fact, it has the power to predict the material recovery after a structural breakdown by
simulating the application process in three intervals: the first and the latter intervals simulate the behavior
at rest, and the middle interval simulates the structural breakdown that occurs during application, Figure
5.2. If the structural regeneration occurs too quickly this leads to poor surface leveling. On the other hand,
if the regeneration is too slow, the coating will sag [150].

Figure 5.2 Graphic description of the Three Interval Thixotropy Test

Paints and coatings are complex materials, understanding their rheological behavior is difficult but it has
a key role in the development of a successful product. By studying the rheological profile, it is possible to
obtain information about all the life stages of a paint: from storage to application as reported in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Typical viscosity profile of a water based paint describing the shear rate ranges connected to the storage,
mixing and application processes

The rheological profile of a non-Newtonian material is incomplete considering only rotational test. The
viscoelastic nature of a material is often characterized under sinusoidal deformation. Dynamic tests provide
data on viscosity and elasticity related to the frequency applied; in fact, this test mode relates the assigned
angular velocity or frequency to the resulting oscillating stress or strain [146].
Considering that viscoelasticity is a combination of two idealized behaviors, Hookean elasticity and
Newtonian viscosity, a simple mechanical model can be used to describe this character. Here the most
important viscoelastic parameters are G’, the storage or elastic modulus, and G’’, the loss or viscous
modulus. The ratio between G’’ and G’ is called damping factor, tan δ, and for coatings represents the
particle settling ability. For high content solid dispersion, the higher the solid character the better is the antisettling property resulting in good in –can storage stability [148].
Amplitude sweep test where the strain γ varies at a fixed low frequency is used to investigate the linear
viscoelastic range (LVER) where both the storage modulus (G') and the loss modulus (G") are independent
from the strain, running parallel to each other Figure 5.4. Amplitude sweep test enhances the more solid or
liquid like character of a coating depending on which modulus predominates inside the LVER and allows
the determination of other viscoelastic parameters like the critical strain, 𝛾𝑐 at which the microstructure
collapse when G’=G’’ [151].
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Figure 5.4 Commonly observed viscoelastic behavior of a coating performing an amplitude sweep test

5.2

SPECTROSCOPIC ANAYLSIS

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a non-destructive technique used to characterize the
chemical composition of a sample. The technique is based upon the identification of functional groups
within molecules where such groups vibrate (either through stretching or bending) when irradiated with
specific wavelengths of light [152]. The raw data acquired by the instrument are transformed by a
mathematical procedure called Fourier transformation and plotted as absorption of the specific wavelengths
against the wavenumber to obtain the IR spectrum.
The infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum lies between 10 and 12500 cm-1 and can be divided
into three regions: near-IR, mid-IR and far-IR.
In the mid-IR range (400–4000 cm-1), there are several extremely important and useful classes of bonds
that can be studied [153]. The mid-IR spectrum is divided into four regions: the single bond region (25004000 cm-1), the triple bond region (2000-2500 cm-1), the double bond region (1500-2000 cm-1), and the
fingerprint region. The latter describes unique molecular vibration extremely specific for each compound
[154].
In this work, infrared spectroscopy has been used as qualitative analysis to characterize the raw materials
and to evaluate their surface modification with specific chemicals.
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WETTING ABILITY

The primary measure of wetting of a liquid on a surface is the equilibrium contact angle θ and it is
described by Young’s relation, Eq. 5.2.
cos 𝜃 =

𝛾𝑆𝑉 − 𝛾𝑆𝐿
𝛾𝐿𝑉

(5.2)

Where γ is the interfacial tension between solid, liquid and vapor phases respectively [155].
As a matter of fact, static and dynamic contact angle measurements are commonly employed to study
the wetting, dewetting, and adhesion characteristics of surfaces. According to the wetting ability, a surface
is hydrophobic when its static water contact angle θ is >90° and is hydrophilic when θ is <90°.
Superhydrophobicity is reached when the contact angle is higher than 145°, as reported in Figure 5.5 [156].

Figure 5.5 Schematic contact angle description from highly hydrophilic to super hydrophobic surface

Due to its relative simplicity, it is a useful technique to investigate surface modifications.
In this work, the static sessile drop method was used to investigate the wettability of the new fillers.

5.4

THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is an analytical technique used to determine the thermal stability of
materials by monitoring the weight change that occurs as a sample is heated at a constant rate. The
measurement is usually carried out in air or in an inert atmosphere [157]. Each weight loss describes the
degradation step of a specific compound.
In this work, TGA was used to evaluate the thermal stability of the new fillers. Furthermore, it was used
as quality assessment of the presence of specific molecules on the filler surface after chemical surface
modification.

5.5

TENSILE TESTS

The investigation of the mechanical characteristics of a material is an important tool to evaluate the
application conditions and durability of a specific material. In a tension test the sample is typically subject
to a uniaxial extension that elongates the sample at a constant rate of elongation [158]. Tensile tests measure
the force required to break a specimen and the extent to which the specimen elongates before the breaking
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point. The force is converted to tensile stress considering the initial section area of the sample, and a stressstrain diagram is then plotted where the initial slope of the curve is Young’s modulus, E [159].
Tensile properties of thin coatings are rarely evaluated because requires a challenging sample preparation
method. Free films are needed in either the classical “dog bone” shape or rectangular stripes, Figure 5.6, as
a consequence of that non uniform thickness, breaks on the edges and clamps slipping can occur decreasing
the reproducibility. However, according to the literature, by taking into account the highest value of the
tensile properties it is possible to reduce the error on the measurement and obtain reasonable results [50].

Figure 5.6 Tensile test sample shape: a) "dog bone", b) rectangular stripe

5.6

THERMAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATION

Heat transfer is the transport of energy that results from temperature difference. For the occupied space,
this heat transfer may be undesirable, as in the heat loss through the walls of a heated building in winter or
the heat gained through the windows of a car on a hot summer’s day.
Thermal conductivity, λ (W/m K), thermal transmittance U (W/m2 K), and total thermal resistance, Rtot,
are the most important thermal properties for construction materials.
According to European standards, there are two different procedures to determine the thermal properties
of a masonry wall. The first procedure is based on the hot box measurement following either EN ISO 8990
or EN 1934 and the second one foresees two- and three-dimensional numerical calculations according to
EN1745 [160].
In this work, an experimental set up based on UNI EN ISO 1934 was used. The instrument consists of
two boxes, called cold chamber and hot chamber, separated by the sample to be tested. On both sides, a
forced convection is induced. A uniform distribution of air is achieved close to the specimen surface.
Between the two chambers a temperature difference of at least 20°C is established, which induced a heat
flow through the sample. The insulating properties of the specimen are evaluated through the measurement
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of heat flow and temperature differences between the hot and cold sides. The heat flow is measured using
a standard heat flow meter (HFP01, Hukseflux, The Netherlands) while the temperature of air and surfaces
of the specimen in both chambers are measured using ten type T thermocouples [161].
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ALGINATE

AS

THICKENER

FOR

ARCHITECTURAL

COATINGS:

CHARACTERIZATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF AN ALGINATE BASED COATING
FORMULATION

In the previous Chapters, traditional architectural coatings formulations were presented. Recent biobased alternatives were shown as well. The main idea of this project is to replace traditional components
with unconventional ones for the building sector.
As such, in the present Chapter, we deeply investigate the role of alginate as thickener for a water based
coating formulation. Considering its molecular weight and counter ion type, a systematic approach to
evaluate the feasibility of this polysaccharide to develop a successful product was followed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A COATING FORMULATION: BASIC CONCEPT

The main goal of this Thesis work is to study the feasibility of using non-conventional materials inside
a paint formulation. In the previous chapter, the use of alginates in a wide range of fields has been well
established. However, little about the use of this material in the architectural field is known. For this reason,
a step-by-step approach was followed during the experimental campaign of this project. Raw materials
were characterized and added inside the formulation gradually increasing the total number of components.
As previously described, the development of coatings formulation requires four general components:
solvent, binder, additives and fillers. Moreover, it needs to meet specific requirements; considering both
the market demand and the environmental regulations.
To help the reader throughout the reading of the next chapters, a brief introduction to the traditional
single components used in this work is done. All these materials were of commercial use and were supplied
by Boero Bartolomeo S.p.A. Italy:
•

Solvent: tap water

•

Binder: a copolymeric emulsion of a vinyl-based polymer with a 50 % wt. solid content

•

Additives: antifoam, dispersant, wetting agent and biocide are fatty acid or polyacrylic based
chemicals

•

Traditional thickener: hydroxypropyl methylcellulose

•

Filler: calcium carbonate

•

Pigment: titanium dioxide

Coating formulations are expressed as percentage by weight, wt. %.
The preparation process involves two phases: the gel preparation, at low speed, where the thickener and
the solvent are mixed, and the dispersion or grinding phase where a higher speed is required to achieve a
homogeneous dispersion of the solid components.
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6.2

THE ROLE OF ALGINATE MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND CONCENTRATION
ON ITS THICKENING ABILITY IN COATING FORMULATIONS

Part of the content of this chapter was published as:
Gaggero, G.; Delucchi, M.; Allegretta, G.; Vicini, S.; Botter, R. Interaction of sodium alginate thickener
with components of architectural water-based coatings. Progress in Organic Coatings, 151, 106116, 2021.

Sodium alginate is a seaweed derived polysaccharide whose gelling ability is well-known in biomedical
and food industries. Its widespread use in biomedical and food research is due to its biocompatibility, nontoxicity and ability to easily form a gel structure by ionic cross-linking with multivalent cations [162,163];
in addition, considering its role as thickener in other fields, sodium alginate has potential application in
printing paste in the textile industry.
Food grade alginate can be used as thickener and stabilizer ingredient in food recipes. Sodium alginate
as E401 is edible, safe and approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Its thickening properties
are not limited to pudding and yoghurt preparation. For example, in textile printing the thickener not only
affects rheological properties but also the correct color, design definition, evenness, and softness. Synthetic
thickeners have been historically used but some attempts have been made on using alginate as thickener for
printing paste. Alginate alone and alginate mixed with aloe Vera showed some good printing qualities
[164,165]. When it comes to architectural coatings, suppliers suggest alginate as a suitable thickener for
paints; however, it is hard to find scientific literature related to this topic. To our knowledge the most
relevant example of alginate paint is a patented ecological paint based on plant and marine components that
work as thickener [166]. However, little is known about the influence of alginate on paint properties.
In this chapter, sodium alginate was studied as potential thickeners for the development of water-based
coatings for the architectural field. In particular, the influence of its molecular weight, concentration and
type of alginate salt was investigated. The suitability of alginates for the specified scope was verified
evaluating the occurrence of interactions between the polysaccharide and the main components of the
formulation (water, binder, powder pigment and filler). This aim was achieved through a step-by-step
approach, using rheological and spectroscopic analysis on increasingly complex samples, i.e., from aqueous
solutions consisting of water and thickener to complete paint formulations.
6.2.1. Materials
A commercial hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (CE) with methoxy content of 19-24 wt.%,
hydroxypropoxy content of 4-12 wt.% and viscosity 7000÷8000 mPas at 2% in H2O at 25°C, was used as
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benchmark thickener. Two sodium alginates (SA) purchased from Sigma Aldrich were used as
̅𝑤 :
experimental thickeners to investigate the role of the molecular weight 𝑀
•

a low viscosity alginate (SAL), viscosity 4 – 12 mPas at 1% in H2O at 25°C,
M/G ratio of 1.56

•

a medium viscosity alginate (SAM), viscosity  2000 mPas at 2% in H2O at 25°C,
M/G ratio of 1.56.

The other components used to prepare the final coating described in Section 6.1: solvent, binder,
cellulose or the selected polysaccharides as thickener, pigment and filler are commercial products provided
by Boero Bartolomeo S.p.A.
6.2.2. Samples preparations
A step-by-step investigation of the interaction between the polysaccharides and the surrounding system
was carried out selecting the ingredients for the preparation of different samples and assessing the properties
of the prepared formulation at each step:
•

Step 1 samples, called aqueous solutions, were prepared by gently adding the thickener to tap
water under magnetic stirring, at room temperature, to avoid the formation of lumps;

•

Step 2 samples, called binder emulsions, were prepared by adding the binder and the small
concentration of additives to the aqueous solution containing the thickener under magnetic
stirring at low speed to promote a homogeneous distribution inside the sample;

•

Step 3 samples, called solid dispersions, were prepared by adding the solid powder, either
calcium carbonate or titanium dioxide, and the additives to an aqueous solution of sodium
alginate and binder under magnetic stirring.

•

Step 4, called complete formulations, were prepared mixing all the previous investigated
components by using a high-speed disperser, Dispermat, equipped with a stainless-steel
dispersion impeller; low speed was set during the mixing phase, while high speed was set during
the grinding phase.

According to the company know-how, the concentration of cellulose thickener was fixed equal to 0.4 wt.
% of the total formulation, i.e., the weight of all the components, as in a standard wall paint formulation.
Since the viscosity of the alginates differs from that of cellulosic thickener, multiple concentrations were
tested: 0.4 wt. %, i.e., the standard concentration of CE and 0.2 wt. % as attempt concentrations.
An alphanumeric code was used to identify the different samples: the first letters describe the type of
thickener, the first number is the weight percent of thickener and the last number corresponds to the step
involved in the analysis. For step 3, the final letters describe the powder investigated, i.e., “cc” for calcium
carbonate and “t” for titanium dioxide.
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Step 1, 2 and 4 were prepared considering the real concentration, wt. %, of the total formulation; samples
composition is reported in Table 6.1 and Table 6.3.
Step 3 was prepared with a lower concentration of calcium carbonate, compared to the total formulation,
to ensure a good dispersion because no grinding phase was involved; samples composition is shown in
Table 6.1. The solid-gel mixture, made of alginate, water and solid component, was stirred for 30 minutes
and then left overnight at rest. The mixture was moved into a centrifuge tube, centrifuged at 8,000 rpm for
5 minutes, washed with demineralized water, and centrifuged again. After that, the powder was placed in
an oven at T= 50°C for 48 hours.
Table 6.1 Samples compositions expressed in grams of aqueous solutions (step 1) and binder emulsions (step 2)
Step

1

2

Sample code

Thickener
(g)

Water
(g)

Binder +
Additives (g)

Pigment +
Filler (g)

Total
(g)

CE04_1

0.4

23.0

23.4

SAL02_1 and SAM02_1

0.2

23.2

23.4

SAL04_1 and SAM04_1

0.4

23.0

23.4

CE04_2

0.4

23.0

10.6

34.0

SAL02_2 and SAM02_2

0.2

23.2

10.6

34.0

SAL04_2 and SAM04_2

0.4

23.0

10.6

34.0

Table 6.2 Samples compositions and preparation methods of solid dispersions (step 3)
Step

Sample code

Composition

SALcc_3 and
SAMcc_3

0.25 g calcium carbonate added to 20 ml of a 2.5 wt.% aqueous solution
of sodium alginate

SAMt_3

0.25 g titanium dioxide added to 20 ml of a 2.5 wt.% aqueous solution
of sodium alginate

3

Table 6.3 Samples compositions expressed in grams of the complete formulations (step 4)
Sample code

Thickener
(g)

Water
(g)

Binder +
Additives (g)

Pigment +
Filler (g)

Total
(g)

SAL02_4 and SAM02_4

0.2

23.2

10.6

66.0

100.0

SAL04_4 and SAM04_4

0.4

23.0

10.6

66.0

100.0

Step

4
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6.2.3. Characterizations techniques
Rheological measurements were performed with an Anton Paar Physica MCR 301 rheometer using two
different geometries: a cone-plate, with cone angle α=2° for step 1 and step 2 samples, and a parallel plate
d=50 mm for step 4 samples. A Peltier plate and a PTD 200 temperature control system were used to keep
a constant temperature of 23°C.
Steady-shear flow behavior was evaluated by varying the shear rate from 0.01 to 1000 s-1. A resting time
of 60 s was fixed after loading the samples before starting the measurement. Non-equilibrium flow curves
were investigated through a logarithmic shear stress ramp by recording the viscosity every 60 seconds only
for the complete formulations. The shear stress range was chosen specifically for each sample. To ensure
data reproducibility, the curves shown in this work are the average curves of two replicates.
Amplitude sweep tests, where the frequency is fixed and the strain amplitude increases, were performed
to identify the linear viscoelastic region, LVER, where the storage and loss modulus are independent from
the deformation and the network structure is not destroyed [50]. The strain γ ranged from 0.01 to 100% at
constant frequency of 1 Hz.
Infrared spectra were recorded on a NICOLET 380 FT-IR spectrometer and acquired by accumulating
100 scans at 4 cm-1 with a resolution between 400–4000 cm-1. Pellets were prepared by potassium bromide
dilution technique; sample concentration inside each pellet was 1 wt. %.
6.2.4. Results and discussion
Step 1
The first step involved the characterization of aqueous solutions of the polysaccharides; the importance
of this step is linked both to understanding the thickening efficacy with aqueous media, and to identifying
the rheological profile of the raw materials. Viscosity curve of aqueous solution are reported in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Viscosity curves of aqueous solutions; step 1

CE04_1 has an initial constant value of viscosity, followed by a viscosity drop as the shear rate is
increased; SAM samples have the same trend; specifically, they exhibit a Newtonian plateau at low shear
rates and a power law region at higher shear rates; this is typical evidence of the so called shear thinning
behavior. SAL samples show a Newtonian behavior, with constant values of viscosity over shear rate.
Considering the overall viscosity profile, SAM04_1 shows almost a perfect overlapping with CE04_1 while
SAM02_1 have a lower viscosity than CE04_1 at the same shear rate, respectively. On the other hand, all
the SAL samples exhibit lower values compared to those of CE04_1 in the whole range of shear rates.
This difference is strongly correlated to the chemical nature, the concentration and the average molecular
̅𝑊 of the thickener.
mass 𝑀
Considering the chemical nature, CE is a non-ionic polymer, without charge on its backbone, and it has
a thickening effect only interacting with the aqueous phase due to its large hydrodynamic volume capable
of immobilizing water molecules [50]. On the other hand, SA acts in water as a polyelectrolyte because it
carries a negative charge due to the presence of a carboxyl group in each monosaccharide unit. Hence, it
interacts with water molecules through its first hydration shell, with the existence of large water pools
confined between polysaccharide chains, and its conformation might be affected by electrostatic
interactions with the negative charges [167].
Moreover, polymer-chain behavior in solution depends on their molecular mass and concentration. CE
̅𝑊 is not known, but
is a commercial product, so the direct information on its average molecular weight 𝑀
according to the literature it is reasonable to assume a value higher than 500 kg/mol [168]. On the other
̅𝑊 of SAM and SAL was calculated as 490±60 kg/mol and 145±2 kg/mol,
hand, in a recent work, the 𝑀
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respectively [169]. For these reasons, CE04_1 and SAM04_1 exhibit similar behavior, with higher viscosity
than SAL04_1, due to the formation of a thicker secondary structure made by entanglements.
Finally, considering the concentration, it is well known that, in good solvents, three concentration
regimes exist: a diluted, a semi-diluted and a concentrated one. Among them, a further classification
considers the occurrence of overlapping chains, with the formation of entanglements, both in the semidiluted and the concentrated regime [170]. By observing the molecule conformation, CE has a semiflexible
chain, and reaches the semi-diluted entangled regime at lower concentrations than alginate [171]. SAM
samples belong to the semi-diluted entangled regime, i.e., the long chains create a network of
entanglements. According to the literature, SAL, in these concentrations, behaves almost like a neutral
polymer in a semi-diluted unentangled regime [169]; the short chains cannot build a strong network and
the predominant interaction is probably with water molecules.
Step 2
The polymeric binder provides film formation and adhesion to the substrate; it can interact with the
thickener in the case of polymers that contain hydrophobic groups capable of association, i.e. associative
thickener. Thus, the evaluation of possible interactions between the polysaccharide and the binder is
fundamental to understanding the properties of the final product [47,50].
The viscosity curves of the binder emulsions are reported in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 Viscosity curves of binder emulsions; step 2

The viscosity curve of the pure binder emulsion (binder raw material, B in Figure 6.2) is added for
comparison.
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It is worth noticing that at low shear rate, the entire set of samples exhibit a drastic decrease of viscosity
increasing the shear rate, and the previously observed Newtonian plateau is absent. This behavior is typical
of shear-thinning materials, inclined to a solid-like character. At higher shear rates, the curves tend to
overlap the corresponding step 1 curves; this occurs for all the concentrations involved and is more evident
for CE and SAM, i.e., medium viscosity samples, rather than for low viscosity samples.
In order to understand these behaviors, it is important to clarify that the binder is an emulsion, thus
polymer particles are stabilized in a water phase. At low shear rates, the emulsion droplets or particles are
closely packed, acting like a high-concentrated-solid dispersion, exhibiting high values of viscosity.
Increasing the shear rates, viscosity sharply decreases, showing a non-Newtonian character, typical of the
binder raw material. At higher shear rates the architecture of the emulsion is disrupted, because of the
deformation, elongation and alignment, of the particles occurring under shear forces [172,173]. CE04_2
shows the presence of two distinctive regions: at a lower shear rate the rheological behavior is driven by
the binder’s rheology while at a high shear rate by the aqueous gel rheology. Considering the SAM samples,
the same behavior of CE appears: a critical shear rate value characterizes the transition from the solid-like
binder behavior (low shear) to the polysaccharide shear thinning behavior, due to the detangled- and
oriented-chain morphology (high shear). The stiffer the gel network, the higher the concentration of alginate
and the lower this critical value is. SAM04_2 and CE04_2 exhibit the same behavior, and since it is well
known that cellulosic ethers do not interact with the binder [174], it is possible to assume that also the
alginates do not chemically interact with the binder. On the other hand, SAL samples, due the weaker
network build-up of the polysaccharide chains in water, do not exhibit an evident transition, but behave as
solid-like materials, reaching the lowest value of viscosity imposed by the aqueous gel.
Step 3
It is well known that alginate interacts with divalent cations in aqueous solutions by means of egg-box
mechanism; here the possible interaction of SA with the cations on the surface of calcium carbonate and
titanium dioxide was investigated through FTIR spectroscopy. The interaction between alginate and
calcium carbonate, the is shown in Figure 6.3. Considering that SAM and SAL showed the same spectra,
only SAM is reported in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 FTIR spectra of a) calcium carbonate, b) mixture of calcium carbonate and low viscosity alginate, c)
mixture of calcium carbonate and medium viscosity alginate d) medium viscosity alginate

The most representative absorbance peaks of calcium carbonate are at 1430 cm -1 corresponding to the
asymmetric stretching vibration of CO32-, at 875 and 713 cm-1 corresponding to the symmetric stretching
vibration and the out-of-plane bending vibration of CO32- [175]. In the IR spectrum of SAM, the most
important peaks are the OH stretching broad band at 3435 cm-1, and partially overlapped with vibrational
modes of molecularly adsorbed water, the stretching vibration of CH at 2925 cm -1, the COO- asymmetric
stretching vibration of at 1617 cm-1, and the corresponding COO- symmetric stretching vibration at 1419
cm-1. A few complex bands in the range of 1000-1200 cm-1 are due to CO and CC stretching modes of the
organic chain [176]. The mixture sample presents at low wavenumbers all the calcium carbonate peaks,
namely the strong band at around 1400 cm-1 containing both the vibrational modes of CO32- and COOgroups and a shoulder at around 1600 cm-1, even more evident in the spectrum of the mixture
carbonate/SAM as can be seen in the circle.
It is known that the FTIR analysis of calcium alginate, prepared by immersing a solution of sodium
alginate in a calcium chloride bath, gives rise to displacements of the COO- peaks [177]. Less immediate
is the analysis of a spectrum where the calcium ions available for chelation are not in solution but are part
of a mineral such as calcium carbonate, few works are available in the literature where alginate is used as
a depressant or as an additive during the crystallization of calcium carbonate [178,179]. To highlight the
presence of alginate in the sample spectrum, a subtraction between the spectrum of pure calcium carbonate
and that of a mixture was performed. The OH broad band shifted from 3435 cm-1 to 3450 cm-1, because the
hydroxyl groups of the polysaccharide chain are no longer free but occupied and influenced by the
formation of the chelated structure by hydrogen bonding. The shift of the carboxylate peak (asymmetric
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stretching) from 1617 cm-1 to 1622 cm-1 reveals the presence of chelation with calcium. Therefore, the ionic
exchange between the sodium of SAM and the calcium on the carbonate surface, is suggested by the shifting
of peaks of the carboxylate group typical of the alginate [180]. In fact, by changing the counter ion, the
surroundings of the carboxyl group change, in particular sodium and calcium being different in ionic radius,
charge, charge density and atomic weight. However, the effect on the electric field around the carboxylate
group is reduced due to the presence of molecules of water, therefore the displacement is minimal.
Considering the mixture with SAL, the same method was followed to evaluate the presence of alginate
peaks. In this case, the OH broad band shifted from 3435 cm-1 to 3447 cm-1 while the asymmetric COOstretching band shifted for from 1617 to 1630 cm-1 demonstrating again an interaction between the two
materials.
IR spectra of titanium dioxide, SAM and the mixture sample are depicted in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 FTIR spectra of: a) titanium dioxide, b) sodium alginate medium viscosity, c) mixture of titanium dioxide
and sodium alginate medium viscosity

The FTIR spectra of titanium dioxide show a main complex absorption in the range of 400–700 cm-1,
related to bending and stretching mode of Ti–O–Ti [181]. Broad and weaker bands at 3440 and 1633 cm-1
are indeed due to molecularly adsorbed water. The mixed sample exhibit all the titanium peaks, almost
unchanged. As further proof, the subtraction spectrum only show a small peak correlated to the symmetric
stretching vibration of COO- due to the presence of a small amount of alginate slightly shifted from its
original position. No clear information can be obtained from an analysis of the peak at 1630 cm-1, because
it includes both the signal related to the asymmetric COO- stretching mode and to the deformation mode of
adsorbed molecular water, strongly overlapped. According to this analysis, the alginate adsorbed to the
titanium dioxide surface results in a small amount; according to the neutral pH condition of the samples the
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surface charge of TiO2 is negative thus only repulsive interactions took place [182]. The occurrence of
shifts can be due to the interaction with some impurities or with water molecules surrounding the mineral.
Step 4
The last step involved the rheological investigation of the complete formulation. Understanding the flow
behavior is fundamental for the development of a successful product. Here, both a controlled shear rate and
a controlled shear stress approaches were used. In a shear rate ramp test, the low shear rate region describes
the storage condition, the medium shear rate region describes the processability and the high shear rate
region describes the application processes [183]. In a shear stress ramp test, it is possible to evaluate the
yield stress, thus the minimum stress requires to flow. The viscosity curves of the complete formulations
are reported in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5 Viscosity curves of complete formulations step 3: (a) shear rate ramp, (b) shear stress ramp
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All the samples exhibit a non-Newtonian, shear thinning behavior. Furthermore, considering the whole
shear rate range of the experiments Figure 6.5 (a), the rheological behavior is typical of high solid content
dispersions i.e., coatings, with the absence of a low shear viscosity plateau and a steep decrease in viscosity.
In particular, when the test input is the shear stress, Figure 6.5 , they show a yield stress τ0, i.e. a critical
value of stress below which the material does not flow. For this reason, they are sometimes called
viscoplastic materials or Bingham fluids.
The low shear rate region, thus lower than 0.1 s-1, describes the storage conditions; considering that all
the rheological tests were performed after 60 seconds of conditioning time, it can be assumed that the data
obtained are a good prediction of the storage condition. Both the SAM02_4 and SAM04_4 samples, when
compared to CE04_4, exhibit higher values of viscosity, demonstrating that they have good anti-settling
properties. On the other hand, the SAL02_4 and SAL04_4 curves do not reach CE04_4; these low values
of viscosity, especially for SAL02_4, are a sign of possible syneresis or sedimentation during time, events
that are often unwelcome in commercial products.
Shear rate between 10 and 1000 s-1 is often referred to the mixing and pumping process; it is possible to
evaluate the processability of the formulations through the flow curves. As experimental evidence,
SAM04_4 was too “thick” and exhibited problems of powder dispersion in the mixture. On the contrary,
SAL02_4 was too “thin” to be processed without spattering in the grinding phase.
Considering the high shear rate region, which describes the application process, it is interesting to notice
that at about 700 s-1 SAM04_4 exhibits the same behavior as CE04_4, with an overlap of the two curves.
Differently, SAM02_4 has a lower value of viscosity, but still not low enough to be applied, thus all three
samples need to be diluted before application. On the other hand, SAL samples already have a sufficiently
low value of viscosity that potentially allows them to be applied without dilution.
According to the most recent literature, controlled shear stress should be the correct approach to evaluate
paint rheology, especially because the application process is a stress driven phenomenon rather than a shear
rate driven one [184]. In any case, since the equilibrium time was too long at low shear stresses, carrying
out a steady state, shear stress-controlled viscosity measurement was not possible. For this reason, nonequilibrium flow curves with a shear stress ramp were performed and are reported in Figure 6.5 (b).
It is worth noticing that after 24 hours of rest, all the alginate samples exhibit an initial solid-like character
that increases with the average molecular mass and the concentration involved in the formulation and
disappears after mixing. This stiff gel structure, absent in the cellulosic paint, can be compared to a
“pudding” and it was stiffer for SAM_4 samples than SAL_4 samples.
Even though they are non-equilibrium curves, the results obtained are in good agreement with the shear
rate-controlled measurements obtained in the steady state conditions of Figure 6.5 (a), demonstrating a
shear thinning behavior. The low shear stress region, as well as the low shear rate region, is the rheological
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representation of the condition at rest; by considering the plateau, SAM04_4 has the highest viscosity thus,
the best anti-settling properties. SAM02_4 and CE04_4 overlap, leading to a similar behavior during the
storage condition; SAL04_4 exhibits a fairly high viscosity, assuring sufficient anti-settling properties;
SAL02_4 has the lowest viscosity, thus the worst anti-settling properties. Increasing the shear stress, all the
samples exhibit a drop-in viscosity, which appears in two clearly different steps for CE04_4, SAM02_4,
SAL04_4, and less evident for SAL02_4. SAM04_4 exhibits only one inflection point, probably because
the investigated range of shear stress was not high enough to see the possible second one. This discontinuity
reminds us of the so called “structure point” found in food rheology characterization and can be described
as the stress at which the destruction of a tertiary structure occurs. From a structural point of view, this
means that there are aggregates structures that collapse in different moments of the analysis, because of
their dimension and degree of energy dissipation [185]. Since these formulations have high solid contents
and are characterized by synergistic interaction among the components, it is reasonable to think that the
microstructure collapses in more than one-step, with a remarkable rheological effect of the microaggregates
in the system. This behavior can also be associated with the minimum stress that a material needs to
overcome to begin to flow, commonly known as apparent yield stress, τ0 [186]. In fact, paints are structured
materials, and it is not unusual that they behave like a solid at rest and require a stress to begin to flow. The
determination of τ0 is controversial; it depends on the sample pre-treatment and on the method that is used
to calculate it, for example evaluation through extrapolation from the flow curve, creep tests or amplitude
sweep tests [187]. For this reason, the absolute value could differ among the tests, but it will be an efficient
tool to predict the plastic behavior. In this work, τ0 is determined by the intersection point between the linear
section at low shear stress and the inflectional tangent at the beginning of the viscosity drop in the nonequilibrium flow curve of Figure 6.5 (b). No fitting models were used due to the peculiar shape of the
curves.
The curves show that CE04_4 has a low apparent yield stress around 5 Pa, both SAM samples exhibit a
very high value of τ0, over 50 Pa; SAL04_4 has the closest value compared to CE04_4, 8 Pa, and SAL02_4
has the lowest value of τ0, 2 Pa.
The peculiar behavior of both the alginates can be attributed to the chemical nature that distinguish
hydroxypropyl methylcellulose from sodium alginate. CE is an organic, non-associative thickener, which
does not interact with the surrounding system but causes an increase in viscosity through a hydrodynamic
mechanism and the formation of polymeric entanglements. Sodium alginate has become famous in
biomedical, food and textile industries because of its gelling ability with multivalent cations via a chelating
effect; the so-called egg-box model [188]. Paint formulation is a complex mixture of chemicals, it cannot
be excluded that, sodium alginate, with its anionic nature, interacts with one or more components of the
paint. Evidence of interaction between sodium carboxymethylcellulose, another anionic polysaccharide,
and calcium carbonate demonstrated the possible association between the two components [189]. For this
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reason, great attention was paid to the solid components, in this case calcium carbonate and titanium
dioxide; in fact, a recent work studied the role of alginate as depressing agent to separate minerals, including
calcite, in a flotation test through the chelating effect of its carboxyl group on superficial metallic ions
[178,190]. Moreover, step 3 spectroscopic investigations showed an interaction between calcium carbonate
and alginate. For these reasons, the ability to endure higher stress before deformation, as seen in Figure 6.5,
is due to the formation of a gel structure that cannot be linked only to the formation of entanglements.
Considering that both the alginates have the same M/G ratio i.e., the number of chelating sites, the stiffness
of the network has to be related to the concentration and the molecular mass of the thickener. Thus,
increasing the concentration, the number of chelating sites increases; in addition, increasing alginate
molecular mass the chain length increases, so the probability of chain/calcite-particle interaction rises.
Differently, low viscosity alginate, acting almost as a neutral polymer in this environment, does not have
enough chelating sites adjacent to build up a strong 3D network and behaves as the non-ionic cellulose.
After all these considerations, the gel appearance is reasonably the result of both the semi-diluted entangled
regime and the interaction with the superficial calcium ions of calcium carbonate and titanium ions of
titanium dioxide.
Paints are viscoelastic materials, whose properties are evaluated through two parameters: the storage
modulus, G’, representing the elastic component, and the loss modulus, G’’, representing the viscous
portion of the material. Amplitude sweep tests are reported in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6 Amplitude sweep test of the complete formulations performed at f=1 Hz; a) CE04_4 compared with
Sodium alginate medium viscosity, b) CE04_4 compared with sodium alginate low viscosity

It is readily visible that G’ results higher than G’’ for all the specimens and for the whole range of
considered strains; then the solid part prevailed on the liquid part of the samples. Both SAM02_4 and
SAM04_4 exhibit a higher value of both G’ and G’’ compared to CE04_4. On the other hand, SAL02_4
and SAL04_4 show a lower value of both the viscoelastic parameters throughout the whole curve. The
linear viscoelastic region occurs at low strain; it indicates where the material response is independent from
the deformation and the network structure does not break-down. At the end of the linear region, when both
G’ and G’’ lose their independency from strain, the yielding region occurs. In this region the crossover
point identified with a critical strain γc, where G’=G’’, need to be investigated. At the crossover point the
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solid like character changes to a viscous like one, with a breakdown of the internal microstructure. The
crossover point can be used to predict anti-settling properties; the higher the strain at which the crossover
occurs, the more elastic the network, the better the anti-settling properties [191]. The ratio between G’’ and
G’ is called the damping factor, tan δ, and represents the dominant portion of the viscoelastic behavior
[192]; the lower the value of tan δ, the higher the solid-like behavior, the better the anti-settling properties.
Table 6.4 reported the viscoelastic parameters extrapolated from the amplitude sweep test.
Table 6.4 Viscoelastic parameters, critical strain, and damping factor obtained from the amplitude sweep test
γc (%)

tan δ

CE04_4

9

0.23

SAM02_4

25

0.21

SAM04_4

5

0.29

SAL02_4

63

0.32

SAL04_4

24

0.29

CE04_4 shows a low value of the critical strain and a short linear viscoelastic regime, LVER, as the
result of a weak gel structure. SAM02_4 has a higher value of γc then SAM04_4. This behavior is likely
attributed to the fact that increasing the concentration of alginate, the material has a higher solid-like
character, as demonstrated by G’ being higher than G’’; thus a higher brittleness is reasonably attributed to
this network. Indeed, lower strain are required to induced structural transition [193]. SAL02_4 exhibits the
highest γc according to the long LVER and the extremely low value of G’ resulting in a very weak structure.
Moreover, all the samples have a tan δ < 1, this confirms the solid-like character and good anti-settling
properties.
6.2.5. Conclusions
The possible use of anionic sodium alginates as thickeners in wall-paint formulations was evaluated
analyzing their interaction with water, binder, pigment and filler; in particular, the effect of average
molecular mass and concentration was investigated. A comparison with cellulose ether was made, and it
indicated that:
•

Rheological measurements of aqueous solutions established the presence of a stiff network for
CE and SAM samples; this is due to the presence of entanglements; on the other hand, SAL
samples, did not exhibit an organized molecular architecture due to their shorter chains and lower
̅𝑊 . Considering the binder emulsions, viscosity curves indicated that the gel structure remained
𝑀
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undisturbed for all the samples, highlighting the non-associative nature, in the general terms of
association between thickeners and binders, of the alginates. Considering the complete
formulations, the presence of pigment and filler increased the overall viscosity and the shear
thinning nature of the samples leading to the characteristic Bingham like flow behavior.
According to the rheology profile, for our purpose SAM samples exhibited a strong gel structure
and only the 0.2 wt. % concentration of SA resulted suitable for future formulation. SAL samples
exhibited a weak gel structure, evidenced by the low value of apparent yield stress and by the
amplitude sweep test.
•

FTIR spectra demonstrated that the gel stiffness could be related to the presence of a chelating
effect between the carboxyl group of alginate chains and the superficial calcium ions of the
calcium carbonate; no evidence of chelation was found for the titanium dioxide.

6.3

EVALUATION OF THE EFFECT OF ALGINATE COUNTERIONS ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A COATING FORMULATION FROM STORAGE TO
APPLICATION PHASE

Part of the content of this chapter was published as:
Gaggero, G.; Delucchi, M.; Di Tanna, G.; Lagazzo, A.; Vicini, S.; Botterp, R. Effect of different alginate
salts on the rheological and tensile properties of waterborne paints. Progress in Organic Coatings,163,
106676, 2022.

Sodium alginate has proved to be a suitable thickener for water-based coatings formulations. Its
thickening mechanism is linked to both the effect of its molecular weight and a weak chelating interaction
between the superficial ions of calcium carbonate, i.e., the filler. Acting as an associative-like thickener,
alginate has a great potential inside paints formulations.
In this Chapter, three different types of alginates salt were analyzed as possible substitutes of a standard
thickener, i.e., soluble cellulose: sodium alginate, potassium alginate and ammonium alginate. In fact, little
is known about the gelling ability dependency on the alginate salt counterion. In addition, the work is related
to the investigation of the influence of the alginate counterions on the stability and applicability of tailored
basic formulations through a combination of several rheological and mechanical measurements. Moreover,
this investigation has been made in all the different life stages of the paint formulation: from wet to dry
state and from storage to application conditions. According to the results obtained in Section 6.2, 0.2 wt. %
was chosen as optimal concentration for the development of a water-based alginate coating. However,
samples at 0.4 wt.% were tested as well and the result are shown in Appendix A.
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6.3.1. Materials
A commercial hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (CE) with methoxy content of 19-24 wt.%,
hydroxypropoxy content of 4-12 wt.% and viscosity 7000÷8000 mPas at 2% in H2O at 25°C, was used as
benchmark thickener.
Sodium alginate, SA, potassium alginate, PA, and ammonium alginate, AA, were gently provided by
Algaia. No information about the molecular weight was available; however, viscosities data and a common
M/G ratio of 1.3 were available as technical information:
•

Sodium alginate, SA, viscosity 350-550 mPa s in 1% water at 20°C

•

Potassium alginate, PA, viscosity 450-650 mPa s in 1% water at 20°C

•

Ammonium alginate, AA, viscosity 350-450 mPa s in 1% water at 20°C.
6.3.2. Samples preparation

Considering the different testing condition reported in the technical data sheet from the different
suppliers, a viscosity curve was investigated for each raw material. Aqueous solutions were prepared
according to the cellulose concentration used in the total formulation: i.e., 0.4 g of thickener and 23.0 g of
water.
Waterborne paints were prepared starting from a standard formulation developed in Section 6.2
formulation using organic and inorganic components. The organic part includes a vinyl copolymer emulsion
as binder, a thickener and several other additives; the inorganic part includes titanium dioxide and calcium
carbonate as pigment and filler, respectively. Tap water is used as solvent.
Cellulose was kept as reference thickener at 0.4 wt. % while alginate, according to our previous results
was kept at 0.2 wt. %. An alphanumeric code was used to identify the different samples were the letters
describe the type of alginate salt and the set of numbers the concentration used; for example SA02 means
sodium alginate at 0.2 wt. %. All the sample compositions are reported in Table 6.5.
Considering the importance of understanding the applicability of alginate as thickener, samples were
tested as basic, diluted and dry formulations. This was done in order to estimate the coatings behavior and
the counterion influence through all the different life stages.
Table 6.5 Composition expressed in grams of Sodium SA, potassium PA and ammonium AA alginate based
coatings
Sample code

Thickener
(g)

Water
(g)

Binder +
Additives (g)

Pigment +
Filler (g)

Total
(g)

SA02, PA02 and AA02

0.2

23.2

10.6

66.0

100.0
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6.3.3. Characterizations techniques
Rheological measurements were performed with an Anton Paar Physica MCR 301 rheometer using a
parallel plate geometry, d = 50 mm. A Peltier plate and a PTD 200 temperature control system were used
to keep constant temperature at 23 °C. Before each experiment, after loading the sample, a waiting time of
60 seconds was fixed. All the tests were repeated at least twice to obtain good data reliability.
Steady-shear flow behavior was evaluated by varying the shear rate from 0.01 to 1000 s-1. Nonequilibrium flow curves were investigated through a logarithmic shear stress ramp by recording the
viscosity every 60 seconds only for the complete formulations. The shear stress range was chosen
specifically for each sample. To ensure data reproducibility, the curves shown in this work are the average
curves of two replicates.
Amplitude or strain sweep tests, where the frequency is fixed and the strain amplitude increases, were
performed to identify the linear viscoelastic region, LVER, where the storage and loss modulus are
independent from the deformation and the network structure is not destroyed [50] and viscoelastic
parameters such as the critical strain and the flow point. The strain γ ranged from 0.01 to 100% at constant
frequency of 1 Hz.
Then, rheological tests were performed on diluted samples, obtained with the addition of 30% V of water
to the basic formulation, according to the practical application conditions. Steady-shear viscosity tests were
performed varying the shear rate from 0.01 to 1000 s-1.
Three interval thixotropic test, 3ITT, was used to evaluate the paint thixotropy and the application
process. Samples were subjected to three rotational steps. In the first step, the shear rate was fixed at 0.1 s1

for 40, in the second step the shear rate was fixed at 1000 s-1 for 2 s, and the in the third step the shear rate

0.1 s-1 for 200 s. Typically, the percentage of regeneration achieved in the third interval at specific time,
i.e., after 20 s or 60 s from the high load step, is used to analyze the structural rebuilding.
Mechanical characterization of free-standing dry paints was performed on basic formulations, i.e.,
undiluted samples. A Zwick Roell Z0.5 Materials Testing Machine was used to evaluate the elastic modulus
and the tensile strength of thin dry paint films, with thickness of about 100 μm, at T= 23 °C. All the samples
were applied on polypropylene foils using a film applicator. After three days of air drying at room
temperature, rectangular stripes were carefully hand cut with a scalpel. The grips were manufactured
specifically for the testing of thin films, the gauge length varied between 2.5 and 4 cm. A pre-load of 0.1 N
was set to standardize the starting point, strain rate was set at 1 mm/min and minimum three replicates were
tested to obtain good data reliability.
6.3.4. Results and discussion
Aqueous solutions
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A steady state flow curve was performed to have a fair comparison between the viscosity values of the
thickeners, and it is reported in Figure 6.7. Considering the standard concentration of cellulose Table 6.5,
only 0.4 wt. %, over the total weight of the formulation were tested as aqueous solutions to compare the
four thickeners in the same conditions. Samples were named considering the same alphanumeric
codification adding the “aq” to describe their nature of aqueous solutions.

Figure 6.7 Comparison between viscosities curves of alginates and cellulose aqueous solutions considering the
thickener concentration inside the formulation (0.4 wt. %)

A typical shear thinning curve is depicted in Figure 6.7 with a Newtonian plateau at low shear rates and
a power law region at higher shear both for cellulose and alginates sample. Moreover, it is clear that the
four thickeners have a comparable viscosity profile.
Basic formulation
Rheological profile of CE04, SA02, PA02 and AA02 was investigated under rotational conditions,
Figure 6.8
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Figure 6.8 Viscosity curves of paint formulations containing cellulose CE04, sodium alginate SA02, potassium
alginate PA02 and ammonium alginate AA02: (a) shear rate ramp, (b)shear stress ramp

All the samples exhibit a non-Newtonian, shear thinning behavior with a rise of the overall viscosity.
Furthermore, considering the whole shear rate range of the experiments, the rheological behavior is typical
of high solid content dispersions, i.e., coatings, exhibiting a Bingham like flow behavior.
At low shear rates, all the alginates samples exhibit a good rheological profile, almost overlapping with
CE04 enabling good in-can stability properties. No specific influence of the counterion is detected here.
Non equilibrium viscosity curves are depicted in Figure 6.8 (b). The low shear stress region, as well as
the low shear rate region, is the rheological representation of the storage condition. At low shear stress all
the samples exhibit a plateau with a viscosity value high enough to prevent particles settling. By increasing
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the shear stress, CA04, SA02 and PA02 exhibit a two-step decrease of the viscosity. This behavior is linked
to the presence of aggregates that breaks in different moment of the process, showing a discontinuity in the
curves. Considering AA02 an initial decrease in viscosity can be seen from Figure 6.8 (b), however the
shear stress range investigated was not wide enough to appreciate the drop-in of viscosity. Yield stress τ0,
was evaluated through the shear stress ramp. The curves show that CE04 has a low apparent yield stress
around 5 Pa, while all the alginate samples have a very high value of τ 0. A different viscosity profile is
depicted; among the alginates AA02 exhibits the highest value of τ0 followed by PA02 and SA02. The
counterion affects the rigidity of the network built up by the alginate during its thickening phase. According
to these results, ammonium alginate seems to create a stronger network.
Paints are viscoelastic materials, whose properties are evaluated through two parameters: the storage
modulus, G’, representing the elastic component, and the loss modulus, G’’, representing the viscous
portion of the material. Figure 6.9 shows the strain sweep tests performed to investigate the viscoelasticity
and to determine the time-dependent deformation of paint systems.

Figure 6.9 Amplitude sweep test of paint formulations containing cellulose CE04, sodium alginate SA02, potassium
alginate PA02 and ammonium alginate AA02. ■ G’ = storage modulus, □ G’’= loss modulus

It is clear that G’ results higher than G’’ for all the specimens then the solid part prevailed on the liquid
part of the samples. The linear viscoelastic region, LVER, occurs at low strain; it indicates where the
material response is independent from the deformation and the network structure does not breakdown. It is
clear that also, the molecular weight affects the strain sweep curves; however, considering the comparable
viscosities of the technical data sheet and the experimental viscosity curve of the aqueous solutions, it is
possible to assume that inside the formulations the difference among the molecular weights is hardly
detectable.
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From Figure 6.9 it is possible to see that all alginates sample exhibit a higher value of both G’ and G’’
compared to CE04. Considering the absolute value of G’ inside the LVER, PA02 has the highest value of
G’, while SA02 and AA02 almost overlapped. According to the amplitude sweep test, the alginate
counterion has a little effect on the absolute value of G’ and G’’.
The ratio between G’’ and G’ is called the damping factor, tan δ, and represents the dominant portion of
the viscoelastic behavior [192]; the lower the value of tan δ, the higher the solid-like behavior. According
to the raw data reported in Table 6.1 inside the LVER tan δ decrease following the order: CE04-AA02SA02-PA02. These results are in good agreement with the strain sweep tests and highlighted a general more
elastic behavior of alginates compared to cellulose.
At the end of the linear region, when both G’ and G’’ lose their independency from strain, the yielding
region occurs. In this region the crossover point, where G’=G’’ is the point in which the solid like character
changes to a viscous like one, with a breakdown of the internal structure. The crossover point can be used
to predict anti-settling properties; the higher the strain at which the crossover occurs, the more elastic the
network; the better the anti-settling properties [191]. Table 6.6 reports the crossover strain and tan δ for the
tested materials.
Table 6.6 Viscoelastic parameters obtained from amplitude sweep test; critical strain and damping factor for
cellulose CE04, sodium alginate SA02, potassium alginate PA02 and ammonium alginate AA02 samples
γc (%)

tan δ

CE04

9

0.23±0.03

SA02

42

0.19±0.02

AA02

72

0.20±0.04

PA02

20

0.18±0.03

CE04 exhibits the lowest values of the critical strain followed by PA02, SA02 and AA02. Because of a
general stiffer gel network and a more solid-like structure, γc is considerably higher for all the alginate
samples when compared to CE04. In particular, it is strongly affected by the type of alginate salt. According
to the literature, sodium and potassium alginates with the same molecular weight have a counterion
dependence on Ca2+ linkage, PA alginates generally display a faster sol/gel transition compared to the SA
alginates and this fact can be deduced from a reduced elastic moduli of SA alginate with respect to one of
PA alginates [194]. In fact, the internal network of PA02 shows higher brittleness (γc = 20%) compared to
AA02 (γc = 72%), and SA02 which shows intermediate properties. Considering that sodium alginate weakly
interacts with the superficial calcium ions of calcium carbonate [178,195], it is possible to assert that
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potassium and ammonium alginates interact as well. Furthermore, all the samples exhibit low tan δ,
ensuring good anti-settling properties.
According to the amplitude sweep test, inside LVER the effect of the counterion is not clear considering
only the absolute value of G’ and G’’; while the differences of the other viscoelastic parameters such as γc
and tan δ, highlight a trend connected to type of alginate salt used.
Dry samples
Mechanical properties of architectural coatings are not usually directly measured because of the
difficulties encountered during the free-standing film preparation, thus the low reproducibility of the data
[196]. Anyhow, it was interesting to analyze if the alginate counterions affect the mechanical properties of
dry paints. Tensile strength, σmax, and Young modulus, E, were investigated to describe the mechanical
properties of the samples; strain elongation was not considered due to the high dependency of this parameter
on inner defects, such as air bubbles, lumps of filler and jagged edges, in the samples. All the stress/strain
curves are shown in Figure 6.10
Low values of both the tensile parameters were attributed to the presence of defective units. For this
reason, only the highest value of σmax and E account for the best result; all the data are reported in Figure
6.10.
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Figure 6.10 Tensile test, stress vs strain curves of standard cellulose based formulation and alginate based
formulation: a) cellulose CE04, b) sodium alginate SA02, c) potassium alginate PA02, and d) ammonium alginate
AA02

Comparing the standard CE04 with all the alginate 0.2 wt. % samples, SA02 exhibits the same value of
σmax while AA02 and PA02 exhibit a lower value. Considering the σmax values, SA02 samples have the
highest σmax, followed by AA02 samples and PA02 samples. Observing the E values, AA02 has the highest
value followed by SA02 and PA02. This is strongly connected with the homogeneity of the dispersion. The
counterion affects the tensile properties; the more uniform is the paint, the higher the tensile strength and
the Young moduli. From the results reported in Table 6.7 it appears that the use of potassium alginates
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leads to a lower homogeneity followed by ammonium alginate. Sodium alginate on the other hand, lead to
a more uniform dispersion. All the tensile test results are in good agreement with the rheological test.
Table 6.7 Tensile test results: maximum tensile strength and Young’s modulus
Sample

σmax (MPa)

E (MPa)

CE04

2.48

2.73

SA02

2.47

2.23

AA02

1.89

2.81

PA02

1.85

1.27

Diluted samples
Rheological evaluation of diluted samples is fundamental to understand and predict the application
phase. Viscosity curves are reported in Figure 6.11. The test was performed only in a shear rate controlled
system to focus on the application process.

Figure 6.11 Flow behavior during application: viscosity curves of 30 % V diluted sample cellulose CE04, sodium
alginate SA02, potassium alginate PA02 and ammonium alginate AA02

All the samples, according to their nature of highly solid dispersions, exhibit a shear-thinning behavior,
with a smoother decrease of viscosity as shear rate increases compared to the not diluted samples.
At low shear rates all the alginate samples show higher viscosity values than cellulose; this condition can
avoid in-can fast sedimentation. Considering the high shear rates region, all the samples reach a viscosity
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value low enough to enable their application. The effect of the counterion is not detected here since SA02,
AA02 and PA02 have an almost identical behavior.
During the application process it is important to prevent unwanted events like bad levelling and sagging
[150]; this can be done studying the thixotropic response of a material. A generic definition of thixotropy
is a time-dependent shear thinning behavior characterized by the recovery of the original structure after
removing a load or a deformation [197]. 3ITT has been used as a prediction of this event. In fact, it has the
power to predict the material recovery after a structural breakdown by simulating the application process
in three intervals: the first and the latter intervals simulate the behavior at rest, and the middle interval
simulates the structural breakdown that occurs during application
It is generally known that weak gel structures are easily deformed by a high shear rate; on the other hand,
strong gel structures hardly changed their original network arrangement under a shear force.
The complexity of the rheological nature of paints requires the investigation of the viscosity recovery
after a high shear step as well. Figure 6.12 (a) shows the 3ITT results under rotational conditions.
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Figure 6.12 a) 3ITT of diluted formulations; comparison between standard CE04, SA02, PA02 and AA02 (b)
Representation of the third interval of 3ITT as a logarithmic function of viscosity vs time. Experimental data
(symbol), fitting data (line); comparison between standard CE04, SA02, PA02 and AA02

According to the 3ITT tests, the faster is the recovery, the better is the sagging resistance and the worse
is the leveling; on the contrary, the slower is the recovery, the better is the leveling and the worse is the
sagging effect [151]. CE04 shows a sharp and quick recovery. On the other hand, this behavior does not
occur for, SA02, PA02 and AA02.
The viscosity values in the third step, after 20 and 60 seconds from the removing of the high shear, listed
in Table 6.8 were chosen as reference values to confirm the previous qualitative analysis of the recovery
step.
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Table 6.8 Viscosity recovery and fitting parameters during the third interval of 3ITT
Viscosity recovery (%)

Fitting parameters

20 s

60 s

τ1 (s)

τ2 (s)

f

R2

CE04

86±1

100±1

4.5

41

0.72

0.9972

SA02

50±1

77±1

3.5

44

0.28

0.9976

AA02

33±1

67±1

-

36

0

0.9946

PA02

45±1

93±1

-

46

0

0.9984

What it is interesting to notice in Table 6.8 is that CE04 regains 86 % of its viscosity at rest within the
first 20 seconds and completes the recovery after one minute. On the contrary, the three alginate paints
show a lower percentage of recovery and a different behavior according to the type of basic gel involved.
In fact, for 0.2 wt. % alginate samples, sodium-based formulation recovers its viscosity faster than
potassium and ammonium after 20 seconds; on the other hand, after 60 seconds, PA02 regains almost the
original viscosity value. To better explain the observed trend, the thixotropic behavior was mathematically
evaluated by fitting the data of the third interval with the viscoelastic model reported in Eq. 6.1, which
describes the increase of viscosity with an exponential recovery trend with two different relaxation times:
(

max −

max −0

−

) = f (1 − e

t
τ1

−

) + (1 − f) (1 − e

t
τ2

)

(6.1)

where  is the viscosity measured in the third interval, max is the maximum value measured at ̇ =
0.1 [𝑠 −1 ], 0 is the minimum viscosity in the high shear rate interval, 1 and 2 are characteristic times of
the rebuilding process, f is a parameter connected to the relative weight of each characteristic time, ranging
between 0 and 1.
By plotting a viscosity function f (η) expressed as ln [ (max −)(max−0)] versus time (t-t0), where t0
represents the time at the beginning of the third step, Figure 6.12 (b) can be obtained.
Figure 6.12 (b) better describes the recovery behavior compared to the traditional 3ITT curve. CE04, and
SA02 exhibit a smooth trend where two slopes are depicted. It is clear that two mechanisms with two-time
scales are involved in the rebuilding of the internal structure; on the other hand, PA02 and AA02 have only
one slope, thus one characteristic time.
After the high shear deformation step, all the polymeric chains have been stretched and oriented, while
particles have been deformed and disaggregated. When the deformation is removed, they tend to come back
to their original state. This event is strongly affected by the internal friction that occurs between the single
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polymeric chains and between the polymeric chains and the particles dispersed in the system. For this
reason, the characteristic time 1, the shortest time, probably described the ability to reorganize the original
structure according to the occurrence of short-range interaction among the chains. 2 on the other hand, is
the longest time and probably describes long range interaction including re-aggregation and stabilization
of the dispersion. Those parameters are correlated with the type of thickener used to create the gel at the
beginning of the paint manufacturing phase.
Cellulose acts as a non-associative thickener and its thickening mechanism is only related to chains
entanglements [198]. After the high shear rate step, the internal friction among the chains is low and because
there is no interaction between the polymer and, above all, the solid particles, 1 is fast, and f is high (0.72)
while 2 is slow.
Alginates show two different behaviors, one for sodium and one for potassium and ammonium samples.
Sodium exhibits two characteristics times, while potassium and ammonium only one. According to the
amplitude sweep test, CE04 showed lower viscoelastic properties. Considering this, rheological profile,
CE04 has the weakest solid character ascribable to weak gels; with these premises, weaker structure can be
described by two characteristic times as cellulose does. Among the alginate samples only SA02 exhibit a
low value of 1, while PA02 and AA02 do not show 1. However, a high value of 2 demonstrates that long
range interactions are more important when the original microstructure is the result of a more complex
thickening mechanism. Considering the yield stress values obtained from the viscosity curve in Figure 6.8
(b), it is reasonable to think that ammonium alginate builds the strongest network followed by potassium
and sodium; for this reason, 3ITT results are in good agreement with the rheological results of basic
formulations.
6.3.5. Conclusions
In this study paints formulations containing alginate as thickener were characterized; specifically, three
different alginate salts of sodium, potassium and ammonium, were studied. The influence of the counterion
was evaluated through rheology and tensile tests. Moreover, the stability and the applicability of the paint
formulation were investigated.
Basic formulations were investigated to evaluate the rheological profile and the role of alginates
counterions during storage and mixing conditions. Tensile tests were performed on dry film to investigate
mechanical properties.
Viscosity curves both in a controlled shear and in a controlled stress approaches were performed. A shear
thinning behavior was depicted for all the samples; moreover, a viscoplastic nature with a yield stress was
identified. From the oscillatory test it was clear that the elastic part, G’, predominates over the viscous part,
G’’, for all the samples. From the evaluation of the critical strain and the flow point, it resulted that alginate
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built a stiffer network due to its interaction with mainly calcium carbonate. The counterion slightly
influences the overall viscosity, the storage modulus and the loss modulus. However, it affects the yield
stress and the viscoelastic parameters. In fact, the stiffness of the gel is correlated with the mechanism of
interaction between the three alginate cations and calcium ions.
Tensile tests emphasized the plastic nature of the free-standing films. It is worth noticing that alginate
samples exhibited different mechanical properties with respect to cellulose. Despite the presence of inner
defects, the Young’s modulus was similar among the samples. However, SA02 showed higher value of
both the tensile parameters due to a more homogenous dispersion. The effect of the counterion here is
related to the previously mentioned different mode of interaction with the surrounding system. Leading to
a more or less homogeneous dispersion
According to the viscosity curve, diluted samples have a coherent rheological profile. CE04 showed the
lowest shear thinning behavior; alginate samples exhibit a higher shear thinning behavior. Moreover, they
did not exhibit a specific dependency on the counterion involved in the gel phase preparation.
During the recovery of diluted samples, 3ITT, the effect of the counterion is highlighted. Alginates
showed a recovery trend for the viscosity that follows the order SA-PA-AA. These behaviors can be
explained considering the different affinity of sodium, potassium and ammonium ions towards alginate
chain, leading to a different interaction with calcium ions as well.
Considering all the results obtained, the formulation containing sodium alginate at 0.2 wt.% was chosen
as optimal formulation for the development of an alginate based top architectural coating.

6.4

VALIDATION

OF

A

SODIUM

ALGINATE

BASED

PAINT:

QUALITY

ASSESSMENT
A validation of a paint formulation combines both tests regulated by international standards (ISO) and
empirical tests connected to the knowledge of a paint formulator. According to the results obtained through
the step-by-step approach, in this section the optimal formulation containing SA 0.2 wt. % will be described.
Samples prepared with low viscosity alginate, potassium and ammonium alginate were tested as well and
the results are reported in appendix A.
6.4.1. Materials and samples preparation
Alginate based paint was prepared with a high-speed disperser, Dispermat, equipped with a stainlesssteel dispersion impeller; low speed was set during the mixing phase, while high speed was set during the
grinding phase. According to the results obtained in Section 6.3 the optimal formulation is reported in Table
6.9.
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Table 6.9 Optimal formulation for water based paint containing alginate as thickener
Component

Chemical

Concentration ( wt. %)

Thickener

Sodium alginate (Algaia)

0.2

Additives

Fatty acid/acrylic based
chemicals

0.6

Binder

Copolymeric vinyl emulsion

10

Pigment

Titanium dioxide

8

Solvent

Water

23.2

Filler

Calcium carbonate

58

6.4.2. Characterizations techniques
Specific weight
To measure the specific weight a stainless-steel pycnometer with a volume of 50 ml was used. The
measurement was carried out at 20°C according to UNI EN ISO 2811-1.
pH measurement
The pH value of aqueous products is of decisive importance for the product properties and durability.
pH value was measured using a pH-meter with a glass membrane electrode according to ISO 19396-1:2017.
Punctual viscosity, ICI cone and plate viscosity.
Cone and Plate viscometer are associated with high-shear flow. Good high-shear viscosity, referred to
as ICI builders, is indicative of shear conditions as a paint or coating is being rolled or brushed on a
particular surface. ISO 2884-1:1999. Shear rate was fixed at 12,000 s-1.
In can stability
The in-can or storage stability of the paints was evaluated performing two tests after an accelerated aging
cycle, keeping the samples in oven at T= 50 °C for one month inside glass cans. After cooling the samples
at room temperature, and before any other test, the presence of syneresis, which is the separation between
the liquid, upper part, and the gel, bottom part was evaluated. Particle settling was investigated according
to ASTM D869; the test consisted in vertically submerging a stainless steel spatula in the paint and
evaluating the appearance of its surface after vertically pulling up [199].
Application test
To evaluate the applicability and the occurrence of surface defects, paints were applied on a 50x50 cm
gypsum board with a brush. The tests were performed starting from diluted paints, according to the practical
application conditions (30 %V dilution). Samples were dried at room temperature for one week.
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A Wild Heerbrugg M3Z stereo microscope was used for low magnification observation of the surface
appearance of dry paints applied with synthetic brush on a gypsum board.
6.4.3. Results and discussion
Specific weight, pH and ICI viscosity results are summarized in Table 6.10. CE04 was used again as
reference sample.
Table 6.10 Technical characterization and validation of CE04 and SA02 based paint
Specific weight (g/cm3)

pH

ICI viscosity (P)

CE04

1.7±0.1

8.0±0.1

2.6±0.1

SA02

1.7±0.1

8.0±0.1

1.6±0.1

Specific weight and pH results are in good agreement with the one obtained for the standard CE04. On
the other hand, ICI viscosity is slightly lower for SA02 compared to CE04 but still acceptable to enable a
good application.
After one month of storage at T=50°C and cooling at room temperature, syneresis, sedimentation and
homogeneity of the samples were tested. To evaluate the presence of particle settling, before mixing, a
stainless-steel spatula was immersed vertically in the can without any torsion and removed. CE04 evenly
coated the spatula while SA02 exhibits a thinner film of coating with a non-uniform distribution of the
product due to the formation of the stiff gel structure.
Since there is no sedimentation but the formation of a strong network it was impossible to rate the
samples according to ASTM D869. Anyhow, the spatula test remains an efficient tool to evaluate the
performances after storage and the effect of building up the gel network in alginates samples.
Images of the brush application of the diluted samples, captured under a stereo microscope, are reported
in Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.13 Stereomicroscope images: a) CE04; b) SA02
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According to application on the gypsum board panels, all the samples showed irregular surfaces, in good
agreement with the basic formulation involved in this work. The magnification highlights the surface
defects; CE04 reminds the appearance of commercial products, the surface is almost even; SA02 exhibits
as well good application with good leveling and no sagging.
6.4.4. Conclusions
In the coatings industry, the validation of a new formulation is an important step before the scale-up
process. In this section, some of the traditional quality control techniques were used to investigate the
suitability of an alginate-based formulation previously tested with non-traditional techniques i.e. oscillatory
rheology.
According to the results obtained from the technical evaluation sodium alginate formulations SA02
exhibit a comparable specific weight and pH, a slightly lower ICI viscosity was depicted however, this
value do not affect the application phase. The stiffer network built up by alginate avoid syneresis and
sedimentation enabling good in-can stability performances.
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NATURAL ZEOLITE AND WASTE-BASED AEROGEL AS THERMAL INSULATION
FILLER: PREPARATION, CHARACTERIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A
THERMAL PLASTER FORMULATION

In this Chapter, natural zeolites and organic waste-based aerogels are deeply investigate. Initially, a
physical and chemical characterization of the single raw materials is carried out, then thermal properties
of plaster containing zeolites or aerogels are evaluated.
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7.1

85

NATURAL ZEOLITE: CHARACTERIZATION AND SURFACE MODIFICATION

The use of zeolites in construction materials is not unusual. Today, in some part of the world, i.e. China,
in the cement industry natural and synthetic zeolites are a very popular alternative to traditional natural
pozzolanic materials [200,201]. With this regard, inside cement formulations, pozzolanic material reacts
with portlandite in the presence of water, showing binding properties. For these reason they are known to
increase the durability, lower the heat of hydration, increase the resistance to sulphate attack and reduce the
energy cost per cement unit [202]. In all these applications, zeolite is used as pozzolanic material without
considering the peculiar physiochemical properties that in other application fields define zeolite as essential.
Modified zeolites with La(III) were investigated as functional pigment in the development of eco-friendly
anticorrosive paints with some good inhibitory effects [203]. Indeed, zeolites can be doped with corrosion
inhibitor and healing agents acting as carriers. If the coating is locally damaged due to scratches, the
inhibitor entrapped in its framework structure is released promoting an active and self-healing process
[204].
Zeolites are microporous materials which porosity depends on the framework type. If these multiple
pores are filled with air, there is a chance that zeolites work as a thermal insulator material [205]. The
thermal conductivity is an important parameter, however it is difficult to associate a specific value to each
zeolite considering that depends on many factors like density, porosity and framework type. Generally
speaking a wide range of thermal conductivity values have been reported in the literature with λ= 0.07- 4
W/m K [206–208].
In this section, natural zeolites were investigated as potential filler for plaster coatings. However, the
peculiar water absorption ability makes the use of natural zeolites inside water-based media challenging. A
surface modification with stearic acid was performed to enhance the hydrophobic nature of natural zeolites
according to the adsorption of the carboxyl group of fatty acid molecules by hydrogen-bonding to the zeolite
Al–OH–Si groups (Brönsted acid sites).
7.1.1. Materials
Two types of natural zeolites were used in this study:
•

natural clinoptilolite, ZCL, with a content of 90% of clinoptilolite, was gently provided by
ZEOCEL Italia;

•

natural chabazite, ZCH, with a content of 65 % of chabazite was gently provided by ZeoliteItalia.

The chemicals used for the surface modification including stearic acid (95 %) and acetone, were obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich.
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7.1.2. Samples preparation
Zeolites were used as received and are identified with the code ZCL and ZCH for clinoptilolite and
chabazite respectively. Surface modification with fatty acid esterification was carried out to enhance the
hydrophobic character. Zeolites powders were first dried at 150 °C for 4 hours to remove all the excessive
water. After that they were soaked in a stearic acid solution prepared by dissolving 1 g of stearic acid in
50 ml of acetone, in the ratio1:2 (powder: solution) for 4 hours and let dry overnight. Subsequently, they
were dried at 150°C for 4 hours to promote the esterification between OH and COOH group [209]. Samples
are identified with the code H-ZCL and H-ZCH for hydrophobic clinoptilolite and hydrophobic chabazite,
respectively.
7.1.3. Characterizations techniques
Particle size
Considering the commercial nature of the zeolites, a Mastersizer 3000 particle size analyzer was used to
obtain the complete particle size distribution curve. A sample of 0.3 g of powder was placed into a 25 mL
vial with some drops of dispersant and distillate water. The dispersion was mixed with a magnetic stirrer
to disperse the aggregates. The zeolite-water suspension was then added drop-by-drop to a 500 mL beaker
of distilled water that was continuously stirred and pumped in the laser diffraction unit. Dispersed sample
passes though the measurement area of the optical bench, where a laser beam illuminates the particles. A
series of detectors then accurately measures the intensity of light scattered by the particles within the sample
over a wide range of angles.
Spectroscopic characterization
Fourier – transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were measured at room temperature in the
range 400–4000 cm-1 with a Bruker Vertex 70 instrument equipped with attenuated total reflectance (ATR)
accessory with a resolution of 2 cm-1.
Wetting ability
Contact angle measurement using the static sessile drop method was evaluated. Around 0.2 g of powder
was pressed to form a pellet and a water drop of 15 µl was dripped onto its surface. The drop profile was
allowed to stabilize before acquiring the measurement. Three repetitions were performed to ensure
reproducibility.
7.1.4. Results and discussion
Size distribution
Laser diffractometry size analysis is based on the principle that particles of a given size diffract light
through a given angle, the angle increasing with decreasing particle size.
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The size distribution was measured while the suspension was continuously pumped around and is
reported in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Size distribution curve of clinoptilolite ZCL, and chabazite ZCH

A multimodal distribution is depicted in Figure 7.1. Clinoptilolite, ZCL, exhibits a wide size distribution
with two distinctive groups of data with a shoulder around 7 µm; on the other hand, chabazite, ZCH, shows
a narrow distribution shifted to higher diameters. The average particle diameter corresponding to the 10,
50 and 90% of the total volume of material is reported in Table 7.1. It is evident that ZCL has smaller
particles compared to ZCH. Knowing the size distribution curve is fundamental to predict the rheology of
the powders in a water-based paint formulation. Indeed, a wider distribution enhances the packing ability
of particles. Furthermore, particle size affects the rheology of a suspension. At the same concentration, the
number of small particles increase resulting in an increase in the number of particle–particle interactions,
thus exhibiting higher viscosity.

Table 7.1 Average diameter for 10, 50 and 90 % of the total particle volume of material.
ZCL (µm)

ZCH (µm)

dx (10)

1.55

3.53

dx (50)

12.3

17.5

dx (90)

43.9

58.2

Spectroscopic characterization
A direct investigation of surface modification was carried out by means of infrared spectroscopic
investigation. ATR spectra are reported in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2 FTIR spectra collected in ATR mode of: a) pristine clinoptilolite (ZCL) and after stearic acid
modification (HZCL); b) pristine chabazite (ZCH) and after stearic acid modification (HZCH)

FTIR spectrum of clinoptilolite, Figure 7.2 (a) shows the typical peaks of a hydrated material with a
broad band at 3500-3300 cm-1 results from the vibration of OH water and a peak at 1628 cm–1 of the
molecularly bound water in the structure. A broad band appears between 1058 and 810 cm-1 corresponding
to asymmetric stretching vibration modes of internal T–O bonds in TO4 tetrahedra (T = Si and Al) [210].
The shoulder at 1213 cm-1 is associated to the presence of Si-O-Si asymmetric stretching. Moreover, the
794 and 447 cm-1 bands are assigned to the symmetric stretching vibration modes of O–T–O groups [109].
The IR absorption bands associated with the chabazite framework vibrations are similar to those of
clinoptilolite reported in Figure 7.2 (b). The broad band at 3500-3300 cm-1 is the results of the symmetric
and asymmetric H2O vibrations while at 1646 cm-1 bending vibration of H2O molecules is depicted. A broad
and intense peak at 1000 cm-1 with a shoulder at 1173 is associated to the O–T–O and specifically to Si-OSi asymmetric stretching vibrations respectively [211].
Considering the spectra of modified zeolites, a zoom in of the region between 3000 and 1200 cm -1is
necessary to enhance the presence of organic compounds. Both HZCL and HZCH show two distinct peaks
at 2919 and 2851 cm-1 associated to asymmetric and symmetric stretching of C-H respectively, correlated
to the presence of stearic acid. Moreover, HZCL exhibits a small but characteristic band at 1709 cm-1 due
to the asymmetric stretching of –C=O in the carboxyl group [212]. Therefore, the presence of fatty acid
adsorption was confirmed for HZCL. On the other hand, HZCH spectrum enhances the presence of -CH2,
but no esterification reaction can be confirmed.
Wetting ability
Surface wetting ability was investigated through static contact angle measurement.
Natural zeolites are generally hydrophilic materials [213]; as a matter of fact, contact angles for ZCL and
ZCH were not detectable, because both the pellets quickly adsorbed the water drop. However, modified
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zeolites show both a contact angle of 100°±3 and 106°±4 for HZCL and HZCH respectively, as reported in
Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3 Investigation of surface wettability by contact angle measurement: (a) HZCL, (b) HZCH

The contact angle significantly increases, suggesting that the surface modification affects the surface
wettability, thus the hydrophobic character.
7.1.5. Conclusions
Natural clinoptilolite and chabazite physical properties were characterized. Particle size distribution
described a bimodal curve for both the zeolites. ATR-FTIR spectra showed the characteristic peaks of
natural zeolites; moreover, along with the contact angle measurement, the spectra demonstrated, especially
for HZCL, that fatty acid esterification modification worked onto zeolites surface, showing the
characteristic peaks associated to asymmetric and symmetric stretching of C-H.

7.2

ORGANIC

WASTE-BASED

AEROGELS:

PREPARATION,

SURFACE

MODIFICATION, AND CHARACTERIZATION
At the moment, silica aerogels with their extreme low thermal conductivity are the most promising
thermal insulation functional filler available on the market in different form: as fiber, as matt and as panels.
During the past years, cements [40] and plasters [42] containing silica aerogel were deeply investigated. As
a consequence of the positive results, today silica-based aerogel plasters are available on the coatings
market. The most interesting characteristic of aerogel plaster is that they can reach low value of thermal
transmittance with thin layers of product, few cm in contrast with 12-15 cm of ETICS [214]. Even if they
show to increase the energy efficiency of existing buildings, the cost of these products is still too high and
limits its use. Cellulose aerogel has been tested as cost-effective alternative; despite the low thermal
conductivity, several challenges still need to be overcome [215].
Traditionally, aerogel synthesis includes three main steps: gelation, solvent exchange, and drying as
described in Section 4.3. In this work, the term aerogel refers to a new porous material obtained by organic
wastes. Specifically, the term refers to a material that in its natural state has a high content of water with an
intrinsic porous structure. This peculiar structure avoids the first traditional step of gelation. After the
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solvent exchange and the drying step, we obtained a porous structure that resembles the traditional aerogels
structures, hence the unconventional used of the term aerogel.
With these premises, in this section, organic waste-based aerogels from spent ground coffee and apple
pomace were investigated as innovative lignocellulosic porous filler.
Coffee is one of the most consumed brewed beverage in the world; according to the International Coffee
Organization ICO, world coffee consumption is projected to increase by 1.9% to 167.58 million bags in
2020/21 compared to 164.43 million bags for coffee year 2019/20 [216]; as a consequence of that, there is
a high production of solid organic waste. Exhausted coffee or spent ground coffee is a lignocellulosic
material, mainly disposed in landfills causing environmental issues [217]; several recent research were
dedicated to reduce the environmental impact of coffee waste by implementing the cradle-to-cradle design.
In fact, coffee has been used in biofuel production, as filler in the construction field and because of the
presence of nutrients, as fertilizer [218,219].
Alongside coffee waste management, fruits and vegetables by-products are of great concern for the
concept of circular economy. As a matter of fact, apple juice production contribute to the development of
several tons per year of food waste known as apple pomace [220]. During juice extraction, 75 % of fruits
weight is pressed and transformed to juice, while the other 25 % is pomace; apple pomace contains pulp,
skin, seeds, and is normally used as animal feed or stock in landfills [221]. However, because of the
presence of carbohydrates, proteins, lipids and fibers, several studies have been carried out on the extraction
of valuable chemicals i.e. bakery yeast and pectin, and on the production of biogas out of sugars
fermentation [222].
Since they are unconventional materials, basic physical properties and morphology were evaluated. Great
attention was given to the hydrophilic nature of these fillers considering that the final goal of this project is
to use aerogels in water media preventing the potential collapse of the porous structure. The consequences
of the immersion in an aqueous environment were evaluated by immersing the aerogel in water for 24
hours. The morphology and the surface area were deeply affected by this test. In order to protect the surface
and the inner structure from water adsorption, a silane-based surface modification technique was attempted.
Both a liquid phase and a gas phase modification were tested to evaluate the best approach.
7.2.1. Materials
Ground coffee and apples were purchased from a local supermarket. Ethanol 99.8% was purchased from
Sigma Aldrich, Germany. Tap water was used for the aging test. Methyltrimetoxysilane 97 % MTMS, was
purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
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7.2.2. Samples preparation
Coffee aerogels, CG, were prepared as follows. Wet spent ground coffee powder was rinsed with hot
water until the supernatant was light brown. Solvent exchange was carried out by immersing the samples
in ethanol/water mixture increasing the ethanol concentration, i.e., 60, 90, 100 wt. % of ethanol. The
concentration of ethanol was checked by density-meter DMA 4500 (Anton Paar Company, Austria). When
the final ethanol concentration was higher than 98 wt. %, samples were ready for supercritical CO2 drying
[223].
Apple aerogels, AG, were prepared by directly mixing apple pomace, without seeds, in ethanol. Solvent
exchange and supercritical drying were carried out following the same procedure as used for coffee.
7.2.3. Samples surface modification
Silanes are well known hydrophobic agent for cellulose, they can form polysiloxane structures by
reacting with a hydroxyl group of the cellulose fibers through a condensation reaction [224,225]. Because
of their lignocellulosic nature, surface modification of both coffee and apple aerogel was done by
silanization both in liquid and gas phase.
The liquid phase method, LPM, involved the samples before supercritical drying, thus at the end of the
solvent exchange phase. The so prepared samples, known as alcogels, were filtered from pure ethanol to
obtain 0.5 g of wet solid and immersed in 20 ml of a 5 wt. %. MTMS solution in ethanol 80 wt. % for 3
hours at 60°C. All the samples were washed with ethanol to remove the non-reacted silane.
The gas phase method, GPM, involved a technique known as chemical vapor deposition. Around 0.5 g
of organic based aerogel was placed in a 100 ml bottle together with two small, opened vessels containing
2 ml of MTMS and 1 ml of deionized water, respectively. The bottle was then sealed and placed in an oven
at 80 °C for 5 hours. After the reaction time, the bottle was quickly removed from the oven, and opened
under a laboratory hood to remove the excess of silane. Samples were named HCG(l) and HAA(l) to indicate
the hydrophobic modification of the aerogels in liquid phase, while HCG(g) and HAG(g) indicate the
hydrophobic modification in gas phase.
7.2.4. Characterizations techniques
Microstructure of the samples was studied by scanning electron microscopy (Leo Gemini 1530, Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany); samples were sputtered with a thin layer of gold to increase the conductivity.
Along with the investigation of the physical and chemical properties of pristine aerogel, hydrophobic
modification was investigated.
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Bulk density, ρb (g/ml), was measured using a graduated cylinder. Dry aerogels were poured in the
cylinder up to a certain volume and weighted. The bulk density was calculated as a ratio of the particles
weight and the occupied volume.
The water vapor uptake of the samples was measured at 20 °C by keeping the samples in a climate
chamber with 80% humidity for 72 h. The water adsorption percentage was calculated according to Eq.
(7.1).
𝑉𝑢 (%) =

𝑤𝑡 − 𝑤𝑑
∙ 100
𝑤𝑑

(7.1)

Where 𝑉𝑢 is the percentage of absorbed water vapor, 𝑤𝑡 is the wet weight after 72 hours, 𝑤𝑑 is the dry
weight of the samples.
BET surface was measured with nitrogen adsorption (NOVA 4000e, Quantachrome Instrument;
Anton Paar, Graz, Austria).
Contact angle measurement using the static sessile drop method was used. Around 0.2 g of powder were
pressed to form a pellet and a water drop of 15 µl was dripped onto its surface. The drop profile was allowed
to stabilize before acquiring the measurement.
IR spectra were measured at room temperature in the range 400–4000 cm-1 with a Bruker Vertex 70
instrument equipped with attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory with a resolution of 2 cm-1.
Thermogravimetric analysis TGA, was performed with a STA PT 1600 Linseis, to investigate the thermal
stability between 30 and 600 °C at a heating rate of 10°C/min in an inert atmosphere of nitrogen.
7.2.5. Results and discussion
Morphological analysis
Scanning electron microscopy was used to investigate the microstructure of coffee and apple aerogels.
Two different magnifications were investigated and are reported Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4 SEM micrographs of coffee aerogels at a) 100X magnification and b) 500X magnification SEM
micrographs of apple aerogels at c) 100X magnification and d) 500X magnification

It is interesting to notice that both the organic raw materials have an intrinsic porosity when transformed
into aerogels. Coffee aerogel, CG, Figure 7.4 presents a honeycomb like structure with a diffuse porosity
(a); by increasing the magnification, it is possible to see smaller cavities inside the pores (b). On the other
hand, apple aerogel AG, presents a sheet-like folded structure (c-d).
Since the main goal of this research is to use the air entrapped inside the pores as thermal insulator, the
effect of water on the morphology and physical properties was investigated by immersing the aerogels in
water for 24 hours and let it dry. In Figure 7.5 SEM micrographs of CG (e) and AG (f) after the water aging
process are reported. CG surface morphology seems not affected by water; however, AG shows a collapse
of the structure.
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Figure 7.5 SEM micrographs at 100X magnification of: a) coffee aerogels after water immersion test, b) apple
aerogels after water immersion test

Physical properties
Table 7.2 shows the bulk density and BET surface results of pristine aerogels and modified aerogels.
Table 7.2 Physical characterization of pristine coffee and apple aerogels (CG and AG), and after hydrophobic
surface modification (HAC and HAG). N.d. means not detectable.
 (g/cm3)

SBET (m2/g)
Treatment/sample

CG

AG

CG

AG

Pristine

229

208

0.191±0.004

0.016±0.001

After LPM

152

75

0.207±0.001

0.026±0.001

After GPM

n.d.

11

0.265±0.001

0.032±0.001

Considering the SBET results, both pristine CG and AG have a reasonable high surface area. Moreover,
the SBET results, not reported here, of samples after being immersed in water for 24 hours present a not
detectable surface area. A surface modification to prevent the collapse of the microstructure is necessary.
The results show that both LPM and GPM reduce the surface area; it is clear that HCG(l) and HAG(l) have
a higher surface area compared to HCG(g) and HAG(g). This may be connected to the fact that MTMS,
because of its dimension, not only covers the outer surface of the aerogel, but enter the pores resulting in a
physical obstruction for the SBET measurement.
By observing Table 7.2, CG has a higher bulk density then AG. Because of the novelty of this work, no
direct comparison with other existing materials is possible, however both the aerogel have a bulk density
comparable with traditional lightweight porous materials [226]. Moreover, it is interesting to notice that
CG bulk density is slightly affected by LPM while after GPM, an increased value of ρ b is shown. On the
other hand, apple aerogels evidence an increased ρb after both the liquid and the gas phase modification.
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An increase of the bulk density after silanization process can be linked to the direct presence of silane on
the aerogel surface. The absence of humidity between the particles enhances the packing ability avoiding
the formation of sticky big aggregates, thus increases the bulk density. Considering this hypothesis, surface
modification worked better for apple then coffee. Moreover, because of the higher bulk density, gas phase
modification seems to be more effective as modification technique.
Water vapor uptake
The influence of air humidity on the aerogel particles was tested at 80% RH. In fact, water vapor uptake
is an important parameter, which affects degradation and induces changes in mechanical properties.
Moreover, this test is a useful tool to evaluate the effectiveness of the hydrophobic modification. The results
are reported in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3 Water vapor uptake after 72 h in a controlled humidity chamber at RH 80%
Water absorption (%)
Treatment/sample

CG

AG

Pristine

13

16

After LPM

15

22

After GPM

13

12

By weighing the samples before and after the humidity exposure, pristine aerogels, CG and AG, have an
absorption of 13 and 16 %, respectively. With the LPM the absorption increases to 15% for HCG(l), and 22
% for HAG(l); this means that liquid phase modification has probably a negative impact on the structure of
the aerogel. Moreover, it seems that hydrophobic character is damaged. On the contrary, samples modified
by GPM exhibit an uptake of 13% for HCG(g), and 12% for HAG(g); this means that chemical vapor
deposition has no effect on coffee, while it leads to better results for apple aerogels.
Wetting ability
Wettability behavior of pristine aerogels and modified aerogels was measured by means of water contact
angle measurement and is shown in Figure 7.6. To better appreciate the hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature of
the materials, two pictures were taken, at 5 s and 60 s after the contact of the drop with the surface.
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CG

AG

Treatment/Sample

5s

60s

5s

60s

Pristine

After LPM

After GPM

Figure 7.6 Investigation of surface wettability. Contact angle measurement after 5 and 60 seconds of pristine
aerogels and after silanization in liquid phase (LPM), and in gas phase (GPM)

According to Figure 7.6 CG, AG, and their modification with LPM exhibit immediately a small contact
angle; however, after 60 seconds, they exhibit a non-detectable contact angle due to adsorption of the water
drops. On the other hand, the samples treated with the GPM demonstrate a good water repellence, by
keeping a constant high contact angle. The results are reported in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4 Contact angle θ of of pristine aerogels and after silanization in liquid phase (LPM), and in gas phase
(GPM) at t=0 s and after 60. n.d. stays for not detectable
5s (°)
Treatment/Sample

60s (°)

5s (°)

CG

60s (°)

AG

Pristine

50±2

n.d.

50±2

n.d.

After LPM

43±3

n.d.

49±2

n.d.

After GPM

97±3

97±3

100±3

100±3

ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy
The chemical composition and the interaction between aerogel and silane were investigated by ATRFTIR spectroscopy. Figure 7.7 shows the absorbance spectra of the pure aerogel and the silane modified
aerogel.
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Figure 7.7 FTIR spectra collected in ATR mode of pristine aerogel (black curves), LPM silanization (red curves),
and GPM silanization (blue curves). (a) CG, HCG(l) and HCG(g);(b) AG, HAG(l) and HAG(g)

FTIR spectra of all the coffee aerogels, Figure 7.7 (a), show a broad peak between 3500 and 3000 cm-1
related to the hydroxyl group of O-H stretching vibration. Considering CG curve, the most representative
peaks are at 2925 cm-1 and at 2855 cm-1 corresponding to the C-H stretching vibration of cellulose
backbone, at 1733 cm-1 related to the C=O from carbonyl group in aliphatic esters. The small peak at 1655
cm-1 represents the carbonyl stretching from lignin moieties [227]. The wide peak at 1100–1300 cm-1 may
be assigned to the C-C vibration of the cellulose [228]. What is interesting to notice for both HCG(l) and
HCG(g), is that the broad band O-H stretching vibration band is shifted at 3351 cm-1. Considering HCA(l),
the two peaks at 2925 and 2855 are merged in a single peak with a lower absorbance that can be influenced
by the presence of Si-CH3 bond. Other characteristic peaks cannot be detected because of the strong
overlapping between the two spectra. On the other hand, HCG(g) showed some significant differences
compared to CG, the bending of the Si-CH3 was observed with a peak at 1270 cm-1, and the absorption
bands related to the stretching vibrations of the Si–C bond and/or the stretching vibrations of the Si–O bond
was observed at 776 cm−1 [229].
In the IR spectrum of apple aerogels, Figure 7.7 (b), the most representative peaks are associated to OH stretching broad band at 3354 cm-1, to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibration of C-H at 2918
and 2850 cm-1 respectively and to the characteristic vibration of carboxyl group C=O at 1731 cm -1. A few
complex bands in the range of 1000-1200 cm-1 are due to C-O and C=C stretching modes of the organic
chain [230,231]. Considering HAG(l) and HAG(g), O-H characteristic peak is slightly shifted at 3340 cm-1,
the peaks at 2924 and 2854 are merged in a single smaller peak at 2911 cm-1, the peak associated with the
carboxyl group is shifted as well to 1746 cm-1. Again, due to the overlapping of the region between 1200
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and 1000 cm-1 it is difficult to see the characteristic peak of Si-O-Si. However, it is possible to identify the
peak associated with the bending vibration of Si-CH3 bond at 1250 cm-1 for HAG(l) and at 1271 cm-1 for
HAG(g). Moreover, the latter exhibit specific peaks at 913 cm−1 attributed to the Si–OH bond stretching
vibrations, and at 777 cm−1 related to the absorption bands of the stretching vibrations of the Si–C bond
and/or the stretching vibrations of the Si–O bond [232,233].
The results confirmed the presence of an interaction between aerogels and MTMS. However, gas phase
modification showed the best results, especially for apple aerogel. Coffee aerogel seems to be only slightly
influenced by the presence of silanes.
Thermal stability
The thermal stability of all the samples was evaluated by thermo gravimetric assessment. Moreover,
the presence of surface modification was investigated. In this sense, TGA allows only a qualitative
assessment of the occurrence of surface modification. TGA and DTG curves are reported in
Figure 7.8.

Figure 7.8 Thermal stability investigation. TGA and DTG profiles of pristine aerogel (black curves), LPM
silanization (red curves), and GPM silanization (blue curves). (a) CG, pristine and after LPM and GPM treatment),
(b) AG, pristine and after LPM and GPM treatment

Coffee aerogel curves show two clear degradation steps. The first one between 80 °C and 100 °C is the
loss of moisture. The second one occurs between 200 °C and 400 °C, and describes the degradation of
lignin and cellulose [144,234]. However, at the end of the thermal program, around 20% of the total mass
remains as a solid residue. Considering the modified aerogel, HCG(l) has an almost identical curve, meaning
that no additional elements are detected, i.e., surface silane group. On the other hand, HCG(g) shows a
slower slope between 300 °C and 500 °C; this behavior can be related to an alteration of the structure during
the GPM technique. From the DTG curves (derivative mass fraction %) the two steps degradation is
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confirmed, the maximum of each peak describes the point of greatest rate of change on the weight loss
curve. Two broad peaks with respectively a maximum at 65 °C and 281 °C are depicted for CG. However,
the maximum of the peak associated with the lignocellulosic degradation is slightly shifted to 288°C and
279°C for HCG(l) and HCG(g), respectively.
The thermal decomposition of apple aerogels, Figure 7.8 (b), occurs in four steps. The first step ends
around 100°C and can be attributed to moisture loss; the three degradation steps occurring between 200
and 500 °C are characteristic of the lignocellulosic compounds [231]. According to the literature, the weight
loss that occurs at 200°C describes the degradation of lignin and hemicellulose; between 250 and 300°C
also cellulose starts its pyrolysis, ending it around 500°C [235,236]. This behavior has been confirmed by
the presence of four peaks in DTG curves at 40, 222, 285 and 362°C, respectively. Considering HAG(l) few
differences with respect to the pristine AG are depicted: the thermal stability slightly improved after 300°C
with a positive shift of the maximum correlated to the lignocellulosic degradation. However, no
modification in the hydrophobic character can be detected. On the other hand, HAG(g) shows not only a
better thermal stability all over the curve, but also a higher solid residual. These results can be strongly
correlated to the presence of silane groups on the surface of apple aerogel.
7.2.6. Conclusions
Organic waste-based aerogels were prepared using spent ground coffee and apple pomace. Because of
their innovative origin, physical and chemical characterizations were performed. Compared to traditional
thermal insulating fillers, both CG and AG exhibited a good surface area and bulk density. A peculiar
morphology was depicted by scanning electron microscopy: CG showed a honeycomb-like structure, while
AG resembled a messy folded sheet structure. In order to use these materials inside a water-based coating
formulation, two surface treatments by means of silanization were carried out: one following two a liquid
phase modification, where MTMS was in ethanol solution, and another following a gas phase modification
which involved pure MTMS in its gaseous state. CG modification was not entirely successful neither in
liquid or gas phase, as showed by the bulk density, FTIR and TGA results. On the other hand, probably
because of the different morphology and chemical structure, the silanization increased the hydrophobic
character of AG, as confirmed by the bulk density, wetting ability, FTIR, and TGA results.

7.3

FORMULATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF ZEOLITE AND AEROGEL
BASED THERMAL INSULATING PLASTER

European households are responsible for 68% of the total final energy use in buildings, mainly related
to heating, cooling, hot water, cooking and appliances [237] The refurbishment of existing buildings is a
crucial point for the achievement of the energy and climate objectives of the European Union (EU) for 2020
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and 2050 [83]. Multilayer external wall thermal insulation systems have been extensively used for the
thermal retrofitting of building façades. These multilayers system is widely spread in Europe and consists
of a base coat with a reinforcement glass fiber mesh, a thermal insulation board up to 10 cm typically of
expanded polystyrene EPS, and finishing coat [238,239]. This solution however cannot be applied in every
case. For example, the residential buildings of the historical city center of Genoa are close to each other
connected by narrow street called “vicoli”; a thickness of 10 cm is not always available. Moreover, here in
Italy, the refurbishment of the external façade must be proposed and accepted by all the people living in the
building and is generally an expensive work. A recent alternative solution consists of using plasters or
mortars with thermal insulation properties [240].
In this section, a plaster formulation based on natural zeolites and organic waste-based aerogels is
developed and characterized. Thermal properties were evaluated focusing on thermal conductivity.
A qualitative assessment on the possibility of increasing building energy efficiency has been done.
7.3.1. Materials
Sodium alginate, viscosity 350-550 mPa s in 1% water at 20°C, was gently provided by Algaia; natural
Clinoptilolite, ZCL, with a content of 90% of clinoptilolite, was gently provided by ZEOCEL Italia; natural
chabazite, ZCH, with a content of 65 % of chabazite was gently provided by Zeolite Italia. Coffee and apple
aerogels were prepared following the procedure described in section 7.2. All the other components, acrylic
binder, organic additives, calcium carbonate and barium sulfate are commercial products provided by Boero
Bartolomeo S.p.A.
7.3.2. Samples preparation
Thermal plaster formulations were prepared with a disperser, Dispermat, equipped with a stainless-steel
dispersion impeller; low speed was set during the mixing phase, while high speed was set during the
grinding phase. A butterfly impeller was used to incorporate aerogels.
Zeolites and aerogels concentration was chosen according to a qualitative rheology assessment by means
of a spatula test. The concentration of each component is reported in Table 7.5.
Plaster samples were indicated with the type of filler used, followed by “ –p”, meaning “plaster”. A
mineral-based adhesive and skim coat consisting of cement, selected fine sands, hydraulic and synthetic
binders was used as traditional reference sample, STD. Whereas a silica-based aerogel thermo plaster was
also used as reference sample, STD-SG-p, considering it as the filler with the highest thermal performances
on the market.
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Table 7.5 Composition of plasters formulations (-p) containing aerogels (CG, AG) and zeolites (ZCL, ZCH)
Concentration (wt. %)
Sample/Component

Filler
Thickener
Additives
Binder Solvent
(SA)
(d=1 mm)

Filler
(d=100 μm)

Zeolite Aerogel

ZCL-p

0.1

4.0

9

11

26

31

17

-

ZCH-p

0.1

4.0

9

11

26

25

23

-

HZCL-p

0.1

4.0

9

11

26

31

17

-

CG-p

0.1

4.0

10

11

30

31

-

13

AG-p

0.1

4.4

12

12

33

33.5

-

5

HAG(g)-p

0.1

4.4

12

12

33

33.5

-

5

Each thermal plaster was applied on a fiber cement board 25x25 cm2, with a variable dry thickness
between 0.3 and 0.6 cm. The so prepared boards were let dry at room temperature for one week before
testing their thermal properties. Considering the very low thickness and negligible thermal insulation
properties of the architectural coating, the thermal characterization was done only on the plaster.
Top view and side view of some of the boards are shown in Figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9 Thermal plaster applied onto fiber cement board. Top view of: a) STD, b) ZCL-p, c) ZCH-p, d) CG-p, e)
AG-p. f) Side view of AG-p

7.3.3. Characterizations techniques
The maximum amount of thermal fillers was evaluated by slowly adding the raw material to a waterbinder mixture (1:1) weighing the amount of filler until the physical appearance resembled a paste.
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Specific weight was evaluated using a stainless steel, 50 ml, pycnometer at 20°C according to UNI EN
ISO 2811-1.
The thermal properties of the plaster samples were investigated by means of the hot box method using
an original instrument assembled following the UNIEN ISO 1934, described in Chapter 5.6.
7.3.4. Results and discussion
In the previous chapters, zeolites and aerogels were fully characterized. Considering the differences
between the four raw materials, the concentration inside the thermal plaster formulations had to be
optimized for each case.
Clinoptilolite showed a wider size distribution compared to chabazite, leading to a better packing ability.
This means that between the two zeolites a lower amount of ZCL is probably necessary to obtain a suitable
viscosity for the application.
Coffee aerogel had a higher density and a lower vapor uptake compared to apple aerogel; considering
that coatings formulations are developed in weight percentage, it is reasonable to think that a higher amount
of coffee can be added to the thermal plaster formulation.
The hypothesis were confirmed by the evaluation of the maximum amount of fillers that can be included
still assuring a suitable viscosity. For ZCL, 17 wt. % was the optimal concentration, while for ZCH it was
23 wt. %.
Aerogels on the other hand, due to their stronger water adsorption, were included in the formulation in
less quantity: coffee cannot exceed the 13 wt. %, while apple was present with5 wt. %.
The specific weight of the reference sample and of all the other thermal plasters, containing zeolites and
aerogels, are reported in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6 Specific weight of thermal plaster
Specific weight (g/cm3)
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STD

1.60±0.10

ZCL-p

1.65±0.30

ZCH-p

1.71±0.30

HZCL-p

1.56±0.30

CG-p

0.97±0.20

AG-p

1.13±0.20

HAG(g)-p

1.18±0.30
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Fillers are the components inside a paint formulation that mainly affect the specific weight. All the new
thermal plasters show a suitable specific gravity. It is clear that ZCL-p and ZCH-p have the highest specific
weight among the new thermal plasters as a consequence of the higher percentage of filler inside the
formulation (Table 7.5); HZCL-p has a slightly lower specific weight, probably due to the presence of air
inside the cavities of the zeolite. The aerogel based thermo plasters have a lower specific density compared
to zeolites. The surface modification does not influence the specific weight of the thermal plaster containing
HAG(g).
The procedure for the calculation of the thermal properties was suggested by the UNI EN ISO 6946. In
this method, the total thermal resistance was obtained combining the thermal resistance of each part of a
thermally homogeneous sample [241]. In order to separate the thermal contribution of the thermal plaster,
Rp, from the whole board, fiber cement supports were first characterized, determining Rfc.
Considering our multilayer system, the total thermal resistance is the sum of the two layers, i.e., fiber
cement and thermal plaster. Since the equipment provided the total thermal resistance of the multilayer
system, Rtot, the calculation suggested by the standard was performed indirectly, subtracting the resistance
value of the fiber cement alone (λfc=0.07 W/m K), as reported in Eq. (7.2):
Rtp= Rtot-Rfc

(7.2)

Thermal conductivity λp, and thermal transmittance Up, of the thermal plaster were then calculated as
follows:
𝑑𝑡𝑝

𝜆𝑡𝑝 = 𝑅

𝑡𝑝

1

𝑈𝑡𝑝 = 𝑅

𝑡𝑝

(7.3)
(7.4)

Where dp is the plaster thickness. The resulting thermal characteristics are reported in

Table 7.7.
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Table 7.7 Thermal properties of standard mineral based plaster, silica aerogel based plaster, zeolite and aerogel
thermal plaster
Coating thickness (mm)

λp ( W/m K)

Up [W/m2 K]

Rp [m2K/W]

STD

5

0.643

128.64

0.008

ZCL-p

5.5

0.240

43.65

0.023

ZCH-p

5.5

0.282

48.34

0.020

HZCL-p

3.9

0.236

48.12

0.021

STD-SG-p

4.9

0.032

6.54

0.154

CG-p

5.1

0.168

32.88

0.030

AG-p

3.7

0.223

60.36

0.017

HAG(g)-p

6.4

0.088

13.80

0.075

As expected, the mineral-based adhesive and skim coat reference sample has the highest value of λ and
U, and the lowest thermal resistance, R whereas silica aerogel based plaster has the lowest value of λ. Both
ZCL-p and ZCH-p have a lower value of λ compared to the reference sample STD, showing a reasonable
insulation character. The surface stearic acid modification of the clinoptilolite did not affect the thermal
insulation properties. Indeed, the thermal conductivity is almost the same.
Among the pristine aerogels, CG-p has the lowest value of λ = 0.168 W/mK. On the other hand, AG-p,
has a λ = 0.223 W/mK, that is higher compared to CG-p, but similar to zeolites. Remarkably, hydrophobic
AG showed the lowest value of the thermal conductivity, λ = 0.088 W/mK. According to the results, organic
waste-based aerogels have the best thermal insulation properties.
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Considering the natural origin and the innovative application, especially for organic waste-based aerogel,
it is clear that it is hard to achieve the same value of λ of advanced materials already used as thermal fillers.
[161]. However, they exhibit very promising results and can be used to improve the energy efficiency of
building leading to an improvement in the thermal comfort conditions.
7.3.5. Conclusions
In conclusion, natural zeolites and waste-based aerogels were used as fillers to develop a plaster
formulation with thermal insulation properties. The concentration of the fillers was theoretically evaluated
according to the results obtained in Section 7.1 and Section 7.2. Specifically, size distribution, vapor uptake
and bulk density were used as reference parameters for a qualitative assessment. The amount of filler used
inside the formulations was practically investigated by weighing the filler needed to create a paste with a
1:1 mix of binder and water. Inside the concentration range identified with this approach, the optimum
concentrations of the fillers are 17 wt. %, 23 wt. %, 13 wt. % and 5 wt. % for ZCL, ZCH, CG, and AG,
respectively. Compared to the standard mineral plaster, all the samples exhibit acceptable specific gravity
for application. Despite the impossibility of using our rheometer to investigate the rheological properties,
all the samples exhibited good flow properties and partial adhesion to the trowel that is necessary for vertical
applications, i.e. walls, and good drying properties without the formation of visible cracking.
The thermal properties of six innovative formulations containing ZCL, ZCH, HZCL, CG, AG, HAG(g)
in the plaster, and two reference samples, a standard mineral commercial product, STD, and a silica aerogel
based plaster, STD-SG-p, were measured by means of the hot box chamber, UNI ISO 1934. Compared with
the mineral standard plaster, all the samples have better thermal insulation properties. However, they do
not reach the low thermal properties of highly performing silica aerogels plaster.
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CONCLUSIONS
The present Thesis was dedicated to setting the foundation for a new project in collaboration with Boero
Bartolomeo S.p.A., an Italian paint manufacturer, aimed to investigate new environmentally friendly raw
materials for coatings formulations and to enhance building energy efficiency by increasing the thermal
insulation of the building envelope. To efficiently tackle these tasks, the solution here proposed consisted
in developing an innovative multilayer coating cycle for interior walls made of an architectural coating and
a plaster formulation.
In this context, alginate was selected as a potential thickener inside an architectural coating formulation
due to its capacity to form from weak to strong gels in presence of bivalent and trivalent ions. Rheological
properties of alginate-based coatings were fully investigated to evaluate the suitability of alginate as
thickener. According to the results, alginate exhibited a high versatility. By tuning the molecular weight,
the concentration and the counterion it is possible to obtain different rheological profiles. Finally, alginates
based coatings proved to have good in-can stability and application properties.
In the second part of project, the attention was focused on the preparation and characterization of porous
insulation fillers innovative for the building sector. Specifically, two natural zeolites, a clinoptilolite and a
chabazite type, were used in this study. Unfortunately, the high water absorption capacity can reduce the
insulating properties and turn the preparation of plasters into a very challenging procedure. To avoid this
problem, a surface modification of the zeolites through stearic acid esterification was carried out.
Along with the use of natural inorganic resources, organic wastes were valorized to obtain porous
materials. Specifically, spent ground coffee and apple pomace aerogels were prepared. Again, their
hydrophilic character could damage their morphology, thus diminishing the thermal properties inside a
water-based coating. In order to reduce this risk, the hydrophobic character of both coffee and apple
aerogels was increased by means of silanization. Two different methods were investigated: a liquid phase
modification and a gas phase modification. According to the results, coffee aerogels were slightly affected
by silane modification. On the other hand, apple aerogels exhibited better hydrophobic character after gas
phase modification.
Finally, after the preparation, surface modification, and characterization of the fillers, their thermal
properties inside a plaster formulation were evaluated. A basic plaster formulation containing water as the
solvent, an acrylic binder, alginate as a thickener, and barium sulfate as the main filler was prepared.
The thermal properties were measured. As expected, the standard mineral plaster STD exhibited the
worst insulation properties, with high thermal conductivity, λ= 0.643 W/m K. On the other hand, silica
based aerogel STD-SG-p showed outstanding thermal insulation properties, with ultra-low thermal
conductivity, λ= 0.032 W/m K. For what concerns natural zeolites and organic waste-based aerogels, they
showed promising thermal conductivities. Specifically, among the zeolites, ZCL-p exhibited the lowest
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thermal conductivity, λ= 0.240 W/mK, and no significant differences were depicted between pristine and
modified zeolite. By contrast, CG-p showed a lower λ among the pristine aerogels, λ= 0.168 W/m K, but
the best thermal insulation properties were obtained for HAG(g)-p the most promising material with a λ=
0.088 W/m K.
In conclusion, the formulations developed and optimized in this project represent an important first step
towards the application of natural zeolite and organic waste-based aerogels as sustainable thermal insulation
fillers. Indeed, organic waste-based aerogels are the most promising insulation materials. According to the
results, it is clear that the type of biomass influences the thermal insulating performances.
A deeper investigation on the primary source of coffee (arabica, robusta) and apple (apple variety) is
highly suggested to better understand the different results showed in this project.
Moreover, the hydrophilic character of both zeolites and aerogels is one of the major obstacles for their
use as insulating filler in water media. For this reason, hydrophobic modifications with more sustainable
chemicals and procedures should be investigated. However, hydrophobic modification of biobased
materials is still a work-in-progress; cold plasma technology or wax dip-coating can inspire future methods
of coffee and apple aerogel surface modification.
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APPENDIX A
Alginate based formulations were tested as 0.4 wt. % as well. However, they exhibit higher viscosities
and strong shear thinning behavior compared to cellulose, along with stronger elastic properties which
results in a stiffer gel structure. Moreover, storage stability was poor, syenresis phenomena were evident
and the paints were hardly mixable. The rheological profile and tensile properties of SA04, PA04, and
AA04 are reported in the figures below.
A1) Viscosity curves, A2) amplitude sweep test, A3) tensile tests, A4) 3ITT curves and graphical
presentation of the fitting model are reported in the figures below.

A1) Viscosity curves, shear rate controlled test, and b) shear stress controlled test

A2) Amplitude sweep test performed at f= 1Hz
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A3) Tensile test, stress vs strain

A4) a) 3ITT of diluted formulations and b) Representation of the third interval of 3ITT as a logarithmic
function of viscosity vs time
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Results of the validation of alginate based paint according to the industrial procedure described in
Section 6.4.

Specific weight (g/cm3)

pH

ICI viscosity (P)

CE04

1.69±0.02

8.0±0.1

2.6±0.1

SAL02

1.73±0.01

8.0±0.1

0.89±0.1

SAL04

1.72±0.01

8.0±0. 1

1.68±0.1

PA02

1.71±0.05

8.0±0.1

1.5±0.1

AA02

1.71±0.05

8.0±0.1

1.6±0.1

SA04

1.73±0.02

7.8±0.1

2.5±0.1

PA04

1.73±0.01

7.8±0.1

2.4±0.1

AA04

1.72±0.01

7.8±0.1

2.5±0.1
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International standards
ISO 14024: Environmental labels and declaration – Type I Environmental labeling – Principles and
procedures
ISO 14021: Environmental labels and declarations – Self-declared environmental claims – Type II
Environmental labelling
ISO 14025: Environmental labels and declarations – Type III Environmental declarations
ISO 8990: Thermal insulation - Determination of steady-state thermal transmission properties Calibrated and guarded hot box
ISO 2811-1: Paints and varnishes - Determination of density - Part 1: Pycnometer method
ISO 19396-1: Paints and varnishes — Determination of pH value — Part 1: pH electrodes with glass
membrane
ISO 2884-1: Paints and varnishes — Determination of viscosity using rotary viscometers — Part 1:
Cone-and-plate viscometer operated at a high rate of shear
ISO 1934: Thermal performance of buildings - Determination of thermal resistance by hot box method
using heat flow meter - Masonry
ASTM D869: Standard Test Method for Evaluating Degree of Settling of Paint
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APPENDIX C
Scientific contribution

List of Publications:
•

Gaggero, G.; Delucchi, M.; Allegretta, G.; Vicini, S.; Botter, R. Interaction of sodium alginate
thickener with components of architectural water-based coatings. Progress in Organic Coatings,
151, 106116, 2021.

•

Dodero, A., Alberti, S., Gaggero, G., Ferretti, M., Botter, R., Vicini, S., Castellano, M., An Upto-Date Review on Alginate Nanoparticles and Nanofibers for Biomedical and Pharmaceutical
Applications. Advanced Material Interfaces, 8, 2100809, 2021.

•

Gaggero, G.; Delucchi, M.; Di Tanna, G.; Lagazzo, A.; Vicini, S.; Botterp, R. Effect of different
alginate salts on the rheological and tensile properties of waterborne paints. Progress in Organic
Coatings,163, 106676, 2022.

Oral presentations:
•

Gaggero, G., Delucchi, M., Vicini, S., Botter R. A rheological evaluation of sodium alginate as
thickener for waterborne paints: a focus on the application process. MACROGIOVANI Digital Edition, 26 June, 2020.

Poster presentation:
•

Gaggero, G., Delucchi, M., Allegretta, G., Vicini, S., Botter, R. Sodium alginate as thickener in
coatings formulations: investigation on its rheological properties. XVI Convegno nazionale di
reologia, 18-21 June, Rome, 2018
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